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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

An important problem that aerospace engineers have been facing within recent years

is the problem of controlling a vehicle that is not considered to be a rigid body, i.e.

possesses one or more flexible modes. Several approaches have been devised to at-

tempt to take this into account when designing the control system, such as considering

the wings of an aircraft to be a series of masses and connecting weights and springs,

where the control system takes the modes of these structural dynamics into account

[1], [2], or trying to uncouple the flutter dynamics of an aircraft from its pitching mode

[3]. A large and expanding range of applications have been considered and used. At

the simplest level, the control system stability margins can be improved. At a higher

level, the response of flexible wings to gusts and turbulence can be alleviated, with

reduction of fatigue stresses and improvement in pilot and passenger ride comfort.

At a sophisticated level, all these factors can be combined at the aircraft design stage

to produce a minimum weight structure and optimal mission performance. This in-

volves a large number of state space variables and a method for incorporating design

variables into the control cost function. However, it is possible to investigate the sub-

ject of modal control and observe its basic properties without resorting to unwieldy

models and massive numerical analysis by considering the basic modal properties of a

simple system, and applying a modern feedback control methodology that takes the



modes into account (4]. It is the aim of this thesis to show that this is feasible by

applying an optimal controller to two examples that differ in application, but have

modal properties that are similar.

1.2 Optimal Control

During the past ten years, a number of new control techniques have been devised

that enable the engineer to influence phenomena that would otherwise have remained

unchecked. Such techniques include the use of state-space formulations to reduce

equations involving large numbers of degrees-of-freedom into a form conducive to

computational analysis, the use of optimal control theory to find a "best" method of

controlling phenomena, the use of robust control theory to allow a control system to

function in the presence of modelling errors [5], and the use of 7o. design to enable

a system to react to unknown disturbances in a causal manner [6]. Optimal control

is one aspect of this set of theories that possesses the ability to regulate states with

a minimum of effort on the part of the control system. The optimal control design

methodology used here is the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) design method. A

controller obtained using this technique operates upon a state-space system to bring

all of the state values to zero from non-zero initial states and in the presence of distur-

bances. This effect is produced through the formulation of a quadratic cost function

that weights the effects of different states and controls, and uses this function to ob-

tain the optimum gains from the states to the controls [5]. The LQR methodology

presents itself as an ideal method for modal control because it forces the deflections

to go to zero if they are considered among the states, thus damping the vibrations

present in the system that are caused by the flexible modes.



1.3 Modal Control Considerations in Flexible

Vehicles

In many control situations, it is adequate to consider only the rigid body dynamics.

However, often the vehicle in question is flexible enough to raise concerns about

the degree of deformation and the effect it has on the structure and dynamics of the

vehicle. This is where the application of a modal control system can be advantageous.

A modal control system can be defined as a control system that takes into account,

i.e. includes among its states, the flexible modes of a vehicle or body. In many

modern aerospace and transportation applications, the bodies in question have one

dimension that is much greater than the other two. Examples of such configurations

include slender missles and high aspect ratio aircraft wings. The deflection that the

bodies undergo takes place normal to the longest axis. If the frequency of the flexible

mode or modes is near that of the rigid body modes and within the control system

frequency bandwidth, the feedback gain and phase margins could be significantly

reduced. Therefore, the need for a modal control system for the control of certain

vehicles becomes an important consideration when dealing with these types of bodies.

An implication of modal control is that all of the stated variables must be observ-

able (or at least detectable), and that the vehicle has the actuators for independent

control of these states. Also, an important point to address with respect to modal

control concerns how many modes need to be incorporated into the control system.

In many cases only the primary mode need be considered, as the higher order modes

possess negligible deflections or are excited at frequencies that are outside of the op-

erating bandwidth of the vehicle and are lightly damped. An LQR controller requires

full state feedback, and it may not be possible to measure all of the higher-order

modes and their rates with a limited number of sensors. In addition, the effects of

flexible modes can sometimes be mitigated by the use of a passive filter on the feed-

back loop. As a result it was decided that only the lowest order flexible mode would

be considered, and the resulting deflection and its rate would be incorporated into

the state-space vector used in the control system design.



The LQR technique is applied here in two applications, both of which are char-

acterized by slender bodies with a longitudinal flexible mode. The first application

is the improvement of passenger ride quality for a high speed magnetically levitated

ground transport vehicle. The second relates to the maneuverability of an aerody-

namic body being towed behind an aircraft. The general geometry of each vehicle

is presented in Chapter 2. In both applications, aerodynamic control surfaces are

used, and the first part of the thesis (Chapter 3) presents the assessments made of

their aerodynamic properties. Chapter 3 also contains analyses concerning the modal

properties of each vehicle, along with a summary of the controller design technique.

Chapter 4 presents a summary of the simulations that were run to determine the

validity of the modal control systems, while Chapter 5 contains the results of these

tests. Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work performed and any conclusions

reached.



Chapter 2

Practical Examples

There are many examples of vehicles that would benefit from the use of modal control,

but most of the work performed in this thesis dealt with two example vehicles: a

magnetically levitated high speed ground transport (maglev) vehicle, and a towed

aerodynamic vehicle. In both these examples, the aerodynamic characteristics of

the vehicle were dominant in providing system damping and in providing the force

and moment mechanisms (through control surfaces) in the feedback control loops.

Therefore, the aerodynamic properties were first evaluated for inclusion in the control,

design, and simulation stages and comparison with existing aerodynamic models.

2.1 Magnetically Levitated Vehicle

The majority of the work performed on this type of vehicle was applied to a specific

configuration: the Magneplane vehicle [4]. However, the work can be easily gen-

eralized to any ground vehicle that uses the same mode of propulsion and includes

aerodynamic surfaces for purposes of stability augmentation. The Magneplane vehicle

is a high speed train that is propelled above its track using a series of levitation and

propulsion coils. The levitation system consists of a magnetically repulsive system

where the vehicle rides roughly six inches above a rounded track bed. The vehicle is

propelled forward by an electromagnetic travelling wave that originates at the depart-

ing station and is boosted periodically by coils distributed along the track. Therefore,



during the time when the vehicle is moving, the bottom of the vehicle never comes

into physical contact with the track. As a result, if no external forces are added, the

only damping forces that act on the vehicle are those produced by the magnetic in-

teractions with the track and those produced aerodynamically by the body motions.

It was found that although the system is stable, these damping interactions were not

sufficient to keep vibrations caused by track roughness, wind gusts, etc. below ac-

cepted ISO standards, and it was determined that additional damping using airfoils

and rate feedback was needed [4].

The airfoils on the Magneplane vehicle (see Figure 2-1) were designed to provide

an additional degree of stability to the vehicle while insuring that the amount of

propulsive energy needed by the vehicle was not increased by an exorbitant amount.

The lifting surfaces on the Magneplane vehicle consisted of a full-wing at the fore end

of the vehicle, a half-wing extending out of the top of the fore end of the vehicle, and

a box wing at the aft end of the vehicle. These lifting surfaces were located far from

the center of gravity of the vehicle so as to maximize their dampening effect on the

vehicle angular dynamics.

In addition, the dimensions of the vehicle and the location of the magnetic sup-

ports results in a low bending frequency (see Figure 2-1 again), indicating that a

certain amount of modal control might be needed to control the deflections of the

vehicle. The implementation of such a control scheme would also require the use of

the airfoils mentioned above, with the possibility that an additional control surface

would be needed to compensate for the presence of another state and ensure that the

system was stabilizable.

The design of such a control system for the rigid vehicle was carried out using a

six degree-of-freedom computer simulation developed by Burnside [4]. The simula-

tion performed the following tasks: using track and disturbance data as input, the

simulation derived linear state-space equations from the original non-linear equations

of motion, and applied LQR theory to obtain a compensator that would regulate all

of the perturbation states. As the track and disturbance inputs were time-varying,

the simulation made "snapshots" of the dynamics of the system, reevaluating them
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Figure 2-1: Magneplane Vehicle

for each time step, and using the resulting states to determine the states at the next

time step. Although this model proved to be quite adequate for the purposes it was

created for, there were certain aspects of it that required further work to insure that

the control system would be adequate for the final vehicle.

The first modification that was required was a re-examination of the aerody-

namic properties assumed for the control surfaces. In the first model, the control

surfaces were present as lumped parameters with simplified aerodynamic representa-

tions. More complex aerodynamic theory might help give a more accurate picture

of the control surface capabilities. It was thus decided that the work detailed here

should begin with a summary of the aerodynamics of the different control surfaces of

the vehicle, with an emphasis on obtaining relatively simple closed-form expressions

that could be eventually incorporated into the model. These closed form expres-

sions could also be used in a more general sense, where they could be applied to any

arrangement of lifting surfaces.

The second modification required redesigning the simulation to include regulation



of the longitudinal flexible mode in the control scheme. This would be accomplished

by extending the scope of the simulation from six to seven degrees-of-freedom, and

providing tests and special cases to determine whether or not the system was needed,

or if so, whether or not it managed to control the extra state, reduce the vehicle

response to track roughness, and improve ride quality. An additional topic concerning

the simulation also involved the addition of the analytic expressions concerning the

aerodynamics that were derived in the first step to the model dynamics. As it was

decided that this modification would only make a complex model more complex, the

analytical results instead would be compared to the aerodynamic terms present in

the simulation to determine their accuracy.

2.2 Towed Aerodynamic Vehicle

The towed flight vehicle was another example of a vehicle configuration that could

profit from both a re-analysis of its aerodynamics properties and the application of

modal control. The towed vehicle (see Figure 2-2) possessed a layout similar to that of

the maglev vehicle in that it was a long, thin cylinder with lifting surfaces positioned

on the fore and aft parts of the body. The difference between the two was in the

application: while the maglev vehicle was designed as a ground-based vehicle, the

towed vehicle was designed as a lifting body that was propelled by being pulled from

an aircraft. The lifting surfaces of the towed vehicle would be used to maneuver the

body in relation to the aircraft. The aerodynamic characteristics of the body were

required for use in the design of the control system to modify the towed body stability

and its maneuverability.

The basic aerodynamics of the towed vehicle were needed in analytical form so

they could be included in the control simulation. Although the original configuration

of the towed vehicle involved cruciform wings, it was decided that an annular wing

configuration, as seen in Figure 2-2, would provide superior aerodynamic performance;

the aerodynamic analysis performed on the towed vehicle would consist exclusively

of an annular wing analysis.
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Figure 2-2: Towed Vehicle

Due to its long, thin body and the location of the lifting surfaces, it was also

felt that a modal control analysis would be appropriate for the towed vehicle. The

resulting control system design would be of the same form, i.e. a Linear Quadratic

Regulator, and would be implemented directly using the linearized state-space model

of the system, as opposed to being incorporated into a large-scale non-linear simula-

tion like the that of the Magneplane.



Chapter 3

Analysis and Theoretical

Background

3.1 Introduction

The majority of the preliminary work performed on this thesis was composed of a

detailed analysis of several aspects of vehicle aerodynamics and modal control con-

siderations. Although not all of this analysis was explicitly incorporated into the

simulations, it provided a valuable check on the accuracy of the expressions that were

utilized within the control simulation.

3.2 Aerodynamic Analysis

The aim of the aerodynamic analysis was to obtain reasonably accurate expressions for

the lifting characteristics of pertinent lifting surfaces without using computationally

intensive methods. For the vehicles concerned, the two categories of lifting surfaces

that were investigated encompassed trapezoidal (including rectangular) wings, gen-

eralized to box wings, and annular wings. Analysis procedures for each type of wing

are detailed below.

General assumptions for the aerodynamic analysis were that the lifting surfaces

in question were uncambered and untwisted, and the incident flow was considered



inviscid and incompressible. Justification for the flow assumptions came from the fact

that the design speeds of both vehicles were sufficiently below the speed of sound, i.e.

in the range of 150 m/s for the Magneplane and 100 m/s for the towed vehicle.

3.2.1 Trapeziodal and Box Wings

Three different types of analysis were performed on the trapezoidal wing configura-

tions: a survey of the lifting characteristics of each wing, with the assumption that

each wing was all-movable; a study of some of the wing-body and downwash inter-

actions; and a summary of the effects of the addition of flaps to the structure of the

wings. One important point to note, especially with respect to the box wings, was

that interactions between the different sections of the box wing were not taken into

effect, i.e. the three sections of the box wing were considered separately, ignoring

interference effects. It was felt that this was a conservative position because the lift

capability of each surface is underestimated as a result of neglecting the end plate

effect.

Lifting Characteristics

When dealing with the trapezoidal surfaces present on the vehicles in question, there

were two types of wing configurations that required attention: full wings and half

wings. As can be seen in Figure 3-1, when considering the full wing, the body effect

was ignored. As a result of this, the wing was considered to extend continuously

through the body, and the effects of root gaps were ignored, i.e. the lifting surfaces

were considered to be flush with the body, even if the surfaces could be adjusted to

different angles of attack.

All of the trapezoidal wings dealt with in this analysis were of low aspect ratio

(less than three), so it was decided that the following formula, obtained from [7)

should be used to determine the lift curve slope CL,, of each wing:

dCL AR
da AR1 + (mo/rAR)2 + mo/r



Figure 3-1: Full Wing

where AR is the aspect ratio and m0 is the two-dimensional lift-curve slope, with a

thin wing value of 27r. If the zero-lift line of the wing corresponds with the chord line

of the wing, then the lift produced by each wing is given by

1 dC
L = - pS2S a (3.2)

2 da

where p is the ambient aerodynamic density, V, is the free stream velocity, and the

effective wing surface area is S = cs.

These equations enable one to obtain the amount of lift produced by each lifting

surface. However, in order to obtain the moments induced by each lifting surface, the

location of the lift along the surface of each wing must be calculated so its location

relative to the center of gravity of the vehicle, and therefore the moments, may be

determined. In this analysis, two applications of lifting-line theory methods were used

to find the lift locations: one pertaining to rectangular wings, and one pertaining to

trapezoidal wings.



Rectangular Lifting Surfaces The rectangular wings considered here possess

moderate aspect ratios, and conventional lifting-line theory can be used to compute

coefficients of lift and induced drag with reasonably accurate results. The distribution

of circulation over these surfaces must obey certain boundary conditions regardless

of the shape of the wing; it must approach zero at the tips of the wing, and reach

a maximum at the centerline of the wing. The arbitrary circulation distribution of

lifting-line theory, as derived in [8], obeys these constraints, so it was deemed that

the circulation of these moderate aspect-ratio surfaces could be considered to be of

the same form as that of lifting-line theory in order to find the location of the lift

along the span of the wing.

For purposes of the analysis here, the circulation J along the wing was considered

to be continuous along the span (even if the two lifting surfaces were at different

angles of attack) and of the form [8]:

r = oc V 0  A,, sin(nO)
n=1

where y is the spanwise coordinate with its origin at the center of the wing, and

y = s cos 0 (See Figure 3-2).

Sc/4

y=-s y=0 y=+s

Figure 3-2: Elliptical Circulation Distribution



The absolute angle of attack along the span corresponding to this circulation

distribution is

1 n(n 1 . sin(nO)Ca,(A) = 1+ mo cA, sin(nO)+ - monA
moc 4b= c sin 0

where mo, is the local lift-curve slope and c, is the local chord length. For rectangular

lifting surfaces, mo, = m = 27r and c, = c, and for an untwisted, uncambered wing,

the expression reduces to

0 2rc sin(nO) (3.3)a = , A sin(nO) + - nA n sin
n=1 4nb n=1

In order to compute the circulation and therefore the lift distribution, the val-

ues of the constants A, must be determined by evaluating the above equation at

different stations along the span of the wing. In this analysis, only four constants

will be computed (A 1, A 3, As, and A 7: assumed symmetric loading causes the even

terms to disappear), so four stations will be taken. The stations are located at

0 = 7r/8, 7r/4, 3r/8, 7r/2.

If the four equations are generated by evaluating Equation (3.3) along each station

are rearranged to be in matrix form, the result is

DA = a (3.4)

where D is a j x n matrix, the terms of which are

D = 1 n r sin nOjDj,, 1+ 2AR sin 0j

where j = 1,...,4, n = 1,3,5,7, and A and a are represented by

A = [A1 A3 A 5 A]'

a = a[ 1 1 1]'



If D is not singular, then the solution to this equation is provided by

A = D-1'a (3.5)

Otherwise, if D is singular, then pseudo-inverse methods must be used to find an

approximate solution.

The spanwise location of the lift is obtained from the equation

Yo 1 f 1

s CL 0
Cd ( Y)

where, yo is the spanwise lift location, and C1 is the sectional lift coefficient as given

in [81

Os oo00

C - c, A,, sin nO
C r= l

= 27r A, sin nO
nodd

= 27r{A 1 sin 8 + A3 sin 30 + As sin 58 + A7 sin 70}

Now that C1 is known, the integral can be evaluated as follows

1
y = bcos 8

2
Slb

- = cos0=cos0
S 8

Yo

s

d (-) = - sin 0

27 [/2
2 (A 1 sin 0 + A 3 sin 30 + As sin 50 + A 7 sin 70) cos 0 sin OdO

CL 1

The exact solution to this integral is

(3.6)CL2x A3 A 3

5
As A 7
21 451



where CL is the lift coefficient for an arbitrary symmetrical circulation, as given in [8]

CL =b A
48

2

Lifting-line theory also assumes that the lift acts at the quarter chord.

In summary, for the rectangular wings, the lift of each surface is given by the

expression
1 dCL

L = -pV 2 S d (3.7)
2 da

and the lift is located at

C
Zo = - (3.8)

4
yo = 4A, + . 1 + A (3.9)

rAj 3 5 21 45

where x0 is measured from the front of the wing, and yo is measured from the center

of the wing. Numerically, if only the first term of the series for yo is considered, then

the lift is located at yo = 4s/3ir = .424s from the center of the full wing. This result

agrees with intuition, as it gives a lift position closer to the center than the wing end,

in accordance with the circulation distribution described above.

Trapezoidal Wings The magnitude of the lift produced by the trapezoidal wings

is given by the same expression as that of the rectangular wings, except that now the

chord is a function of span and the spanwise variable 0.

A general configuration of the trapezoidal wing is given in Figure 3-3. According

to lifting-line theory as given in [9], the chord-wise location of the lift is c/4, where the

chord is a function of the spanwise coordinate. The spanwise location, on the other

hand, is given by a form of the monoplane equation as given in [9]. The procedure

used is as follows:

First, the spanwise coordinate must be redefined as = - cos 0 for the sake of



1- b= 2s

Figure 3-3: Trapezoidal Wing

convenience, and the general monoplane equation gives

p(a - 0o) sin = A,(ltn + sin 0) sin nO (3.10)
n=1

where,
c(q)mo

8s

and a0o is the zero-left angle, which is assumed zero for an untwisted, uncambered

wing. Now an expression for It must be derived. The following terms are quantified

in terms of the geometric quantities of the trapezoidal wing

AR- 2b
C, + Ct

c, ARs - R(1 + A)
4

where A is the taper ratio ct/c,. So, the expression for the chord as a function of the

spanwise coordinate is

c(O) = c,[1 + (A - 1) cos ]

and the resulting expression for it is

smoc()
8s



= [1 i+ (A- 1) cos €]
2(1 + A)AR

As with the example of the rectangular wing, the monoplane equation must be eval-

uated at a number of stations equal to the number of coefficients desired. In much

the same way, four coefficients will be used, at the same stations as those used with

respect to the rectangular wing. The equations take the form

7

,sj(oj)a sin j = A A,(npj + sin 6) sin nej (3.11)
n odd

and the resulting matrix equation is:

Ca = BA (3.12)

or,

A = B-1Ca (3.13)

where,

Cj = lj sin Oj

Bj, = (n/j + sin j)sinnob

An = An

from this one can obtain A 1,..., A7.

Now, from lifting-line theory and [9], it is known that the lift coefficient may be

expressed in terms of these An's as

CL = AjirAR (3.14)

so, one has to return to the same equation that was used for the rectangular wing to

determine where along the span the lift is located

Y - I ) (3.15)
S CLO S S



and from the transformation used above, it is known that

y - COS

d( ) = sin d

so, the above equation becomes

= -/ -C, cos q sin ¢dk
S CL ir/2

= 1 2 C cos sin qdq

CL o

where, from (9]

4

C1 = 2(AR)(1 + A)C  A2n- sin(2n- 1)0
C n=1

2AR(1 + A) Z A2  sin(2n-)

1 + (A - 1)cos n=1

and the final result for the location along the span is

yo 2AR(1 + A) r/ 2  1 4

CL Jo 1 + (A- 1)2n- A sin(2n - 1)0cos €sin €dk
CL G + ( - 1)cos 0 n=1

2A3 AS A 7= (1 + A) + 3I() 7 1 (0) + I() + 7()
A, A, A,

where,
r/2 sin sin n COS

I ) + (A - 1)cosd

which must be integrated numerically. This expression gives the location of the lift

along the span of the trapezoidal wing. Chordwise, the lift is located at x = c/4,

where the value of c is dictated by the spanwise location of the lift. Specific numerical

results can be found in the Results Section, but a typical numerical result, say for a

wing with a taper ratio of A = .77, and neglecting higher order terms, produces an

I, = .3859, and a lift location of yo/S = .4348 from the wing centerline.



Downwash Interactions

There are several miscellaneous effects that will have an effect on the aerodynamics

of the body that were not taken into account by the above analysis. One of the most

notable and easiest to account for is the interaction between the trailing vortices given

off by the forward wing and the rear wing or wings. The interactions between the

vortices and the body of the vehicle were also considered. The analytical procedure

is as follows.

First of all, for purposes of determining the motion of the vortex without the effect

of the body, the wing will considered to be complete and symmetrical with respect

to its central axis, i.e. it will be a complete wing. It is assumed that the rear wings

to be dealt with are far enough away from the front wing that the vortex sheet shed

by the front wing has has more than enough time to roll up. Therefore, the rear

wings will only see a line vortex, and that vortex will be considered locally straight

with respect to the rear wings, i.e. the vortex-image and vortex-body interactions

will change the inclination of the vortex and its location in the y - z plane, but it

can be considered perpendicular to the span of any wing being influenced by it. It

was assumed that this roll-up has occured because the rear wings were several wing

span-lengths in back of the front wing, and the available data from (10] suggests that

this is a reasonable assumption.

As there is a complete wing present, a vortex of strength Fo will be shed by

each half-wing, and the distance between the two vorticies is given by h. These two

quantities can be determined for each specific configuration later. Now, the vortex

on each half-wing will be pushed down by the induced velocity of its mirror on the

other side of the wing, and each vortex will be pushed down an equal amount, as they

are of equal strength. The location of these vortices will vary in the y - z plane as a

function of x, and so will the downwash induced by these vortices. As can be seen in

Figure 3-4, each vortex can be considered as semi-infinite, with the location being a

function of x, the lengthwise coordinate.



Figure 3-4: Downwash Vortex Geometry

For a semi-infinite vortex, the velocity w, induced at the other vortex is given by:

Fo
X = O, w --

47rh

and, for an infinite vortex, it is given by:

Fo
X = 00, Wi 2rh

For a section of the y - z plane located at xo, the velocity induced by the other vortex

is:
Fo0  C0 cos3ds

w 4 - - o r2 (3.16)

/



If we define, as in Figure 3-4,

r = hseco

s = htano

ds = hsec2' 3 d 3

the resulting downwash velocity obtained through integration is:

F0 1 Xo\
S 47rh 1 + sin(tan -  ))

Fo ( o
4rh 1+ X+ (3.17)

Another quantity to be considered is the distance that each vortex is pushed downward

(in the -z direction) due to the action of its mirror vortex. For the vortex to be aligned

with the total flow direction, this distance can be approximated by the equation:

2i(2) d~zE = (x) - (3.18)
V. dx

with z = 0 when x = 0, and then:

x dz
z(x) = dxo

rhV [(+h)±v 2I ] (3.19)

The next step to take is analysis of the effect of the body on the behavior of the

vortex. There are two configurations that can occur: asymmetric effect, which is due

to the presence of a body and half wing, such as the foreward vertical control surface

of the maglev vehicle, and, symmetric effect, which is due to the presence of a full

wing and the body in the center of the wing.

The method that will be used to analyze the path of the vortex as it leaves the

fore wing will be a method of circular images, as can be found in [11], [12]. A brief

summary of the basic ideas of this theory follows.



Half Wing-Body Interactions In order to adapt this analysis to the form of

a half-wing configuration, the coordinates will be altered so the vortex moves with

respect to both the y- and z-axis as a function of downstream location. This will

facilitate the use of Equation (3.17) to describe the vortex behavior for the example

of the Magneplane vehicle. Equation (3.17) can be used for any vortex pair provided

h is interpreted as the distance between the vortices, To is the strength of the vortex

which is inducing the velocity, and wi(x) is the velocity induced normal to the plane

containing the vortices.

As can be seen in Figure 3-5, for this configuration there is a single wing extending

in the +z-direction that produces a single vortex of strength fo. The location of the

vortex will change as a function of the z-coordinate as the vortex runs down the

length of the body. The change in this position is caused by the effect of the vortex

image system. The body is taken to have a circular cross-section and the origin for

the y- and z-axes is on the centerline. In the method of images [11], [12], the body is

modelled as two vortices: one that is of equal magnitude but opposite direction and

located at the inverse point of the circle, and another that is of the same strength and

direction as the first and located in the center of the body. The image vortex pair

have zero net circulation and the real and image vortices together satisfy the velocity

boundary condition at the cylinder wall. As can be seen in Figure 3-5, at the cylinder

wall, the relation between the distances of the vortices from the center is given for all

x by:

rjr2 = R2 (3.20)

where rl is the distance between the central vortex and the inverse point vortex, r2

is the distance between the central vortex and the real vortex, and R is the body

radius.

In general, the velocities induced by the image vortices will cause the real vortex

to move. As a result, the edge image vortex will also have to move to oppose the

real vortex and preserve the body shape. The resulting interactive motions can be

described using differential equations, which are derived as follows. General forms



Vortex at x = 0

Figure 3-5: Half Wing-Body Configuration

will be used, but it can be seen from Figure 3-5 that the velocity induced on the

external vortex must be purely tangential, and hence rl and r2 will not vary with z.

The two variables, a(x) = r2 and 0(x), are defined in Figure 3-5. The velocity

induced by the nth vortex on the point occupied by the real vortex is given by:

o a
U r 1 + ) (3.21)

4dn VFX2+ d2

where d, is the distance between the nth vortex and the real vortex. If vortex I 1 and

vortex r2 are defined as in the Figure, the resulting dl and d2 are given by:

dl = a(z)-rl

d2 = a(x)



and, from above,

rla(x) = R2

ri = R 2 /a(z)

so,

= 1 [a(x)' - R2]

As a result, the tangential velocities induced at the external vortex have magnetudes

given by:

= ( + (3.22)
47r(a2 - R 2) x 2 + (a 2 - R2 )/a(2

U2 = 1 + (3.23)41ra VX2

These velocities must be broken into their y and z components:

Vi(X) = (Ul - 2 )cos0

wi(z) = -(ul - uz)sin0

with Fo positive in the counter-clockwise direction shown in Figure 3-5.

Once the velocities can be separated into their components, the differential equa-

tions for the vortex motion can be obtained using the equation for downwash:

dz . wi(s)d (x)(3.24)
dx V,

and the equation for sidewash:
dy . vi(x)

(3.25)
dx V

so, the resulting differential equations of motion are:

dy 1
S- (ul - u) cos (3.26)v=~/b



dz 1
= --- (u - u2 ) sin 0

The equations are converted using the transformations

y = asin0

Z = a cos 0

(3.27)

to obtain the polar forms:

da

dz
dO
dx

= 0

1
= -(u - u 2 )

V0o

(3.28)

(3.29)

These are the equations of motion of the vortex produced by a half-wing taking the

body of the vehicle into account. These equations can also be non-dimensionalized

for scaling purposes, using a = a/R, to make the substitutions:

di = (a2 _1)
a

d2 = a

4 rRV.

with the nondimensional equations becoming:

da

dO v i1 IdO i X2 2 1

d2

(3.30)

(3.31)x 2-1+ --- t42 2
Equation (3.30) confirms that a is a constant, so that the vortex will just move around

the body at a constant radius. There are no forces to oppose the tangential movement

of the vortex, so, if the body is long enough, the vortex will eventually spiral around

the body. An interesting consequence of this is that the vortex could possibly miss the

rear set of wings by a substantial distance, thus contributing nothing to the downwash



effects. It is up to tests of the actual configurations to determine whether or not this

will be the case.

Full Wing-Body Interactions When the wing is considered to extend out of both

sides of the body, the problem becomes slightly more complex. The movement of both

vortices that are shed must be traced, but if the body and the wings are symmetric

the problem reduces to finding the path of one of the votex, as the other will follow

a path that is symmetric with respect to the z - x plane.

In this analysis, the wing to be considered will be a full wing extending in the ±y

direction, as can be seen in Figure 3-6. Each wing will shed a vortex of strength Fo

but of opposite direction at a distance h/2 from the z - x plane. The procedure for

deriving the equations of motion for the vortices is very similar to that of the half-

wing analysis above, again using the method of images. Each real external vortex

has two image vortices, located as before at the center of the body and at the inverse

point. However, because the external vortices have equal but opposite directions, the

image vortices at the center of the body cancel each other and have no influence.

As before, the velocities induced by the virtual vortices will cause the real vortices

to move as one proceeds downstream. This will, in turn, force the virtual vortices to

move to the corresponding inverse points in order to preserve the shape of the body.

These motions are the basis for the differential equations that describe the motions

of the vortex system.

Unlike the above half-wing system, each real vortex will feel the induced velocities

of three other vortices: its mirror vortex inside the body, the other real vortex on

the opposite side of the body, and the mirror vortex of the other real vortex, also

located within the body. Once again the two variables that will be used to describe

the motion are a(x) and 0(x), and as before, the velocity induced on one of the real

vortices by the nth other vortex is given by the expression:

Un (1 + ) (3.32)4td, z/X + d2



S= 1 = E with the directions shown

Figure 3-6: Full Wing-Body Configuration

where d, is the distance between the subject real vortex and the nth vortex. The

vortices are designated F1 , r2, and r3 as in the figure, and the corresponding distances

are:

di = a - r1

d 2 = (a- )2+ 4ar cos2

d3 = 2a cos 0

and, if these distances are subject to the constraint rla = R2 , the expressions become:

dl = I(a 2 - R2 )
a

_1 1/2
d2 a (a2 - R 2 )2 + 4R' cos' 0

d3 = 2a cos 0
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Figure 3-7: Velocities for Full Wing-Body Configuration

The velocities must then be resolved into their components as in Figure 3-7:

vi = = ulsinO 0+uz2 sin

wi = -ulcos0+u 2 cos4-u3

where the angle q is defined from Figure 3-7 as

sin =a-r sin
d2

1 a2 - R2

- sin 0
a d2

The distances and 0 can also be non-dimensionalized by dividing by R, obtaining:

1
d, = ((a ' - 1)2 + 4 cos2 0 } 1/2



= {d2 + 4cos2 }1/2

d = 2 cos 0

sine = -- sin 0
d2

and, using the equations for sidewash and downwash discussed in the section dealing

with half-wings, the following non-dimensional equations of motion can be obtained:

di -_ os(0 cos
- v 1+ +V1+

d2 + d2, dl VX2 + 2 2 2

V2 1

V'7 + 2 d3

d9 _ I+ ___sin 0 + +sin ]

dj 22 2 dd 2 2 2 dJ

Converting these equations to polar coordinates in much the same way gives the final

equations of motion:

da

dO
dO
dz

= - 2 sin(O - ) + 3 s sin 0

1
- (ft - 2cos (O - ) + 3 COS o)
a

(3.33)

(3.34)

where, for i = 1, .. , 3,

The general effect of

moments on the wing.

specific results can only

S(1 + )

these vortices on the rear wings is to induce both forces and

This effect is, however, highly configuration-dependent, so

be determined after the wing-body configuration is known.

Flap Effects

The analysis of the lifting surfaces detailed above was based on the assumption that

the surfaces were all-movable, i.e. the surfaces consisted of one piece that pivoted

about the root of the wing to provide lift. This surfaces extends some of the theories



above to include expressions for stationary wings with flaps.

The question to be answered by this analysis is what is the effect of a change in flap

angle on the lift. The flap effect manifests itself in the coefficient of lift CL, making it

possible to substitute easily the expressions obtained here into the equations derived

in the previous sections. The new expression for CL is, assuming small angles

OCL OCL
CL a + 77f

Oa

where r = Oa/871 is the flap effectiveness factor, i is the flap angle measured from

the wing chordline, and CL/Oa is the low aspect ratio lift-curve slope derived above.

Now, for the analysis to result in useful-closed form expressions that can be im-

plemented immediately in a program, there are a number of assumptions that must

be made. First of all, the wing shall be considered infinite for purposes of determina-

tion of the induced angle of attack, so strip theory will be the prevalent aerodynamic

theory. Second of all, the flap itself will run the length of the wing so as to maximize

its effect on the angle of attack, and its chord cf shall be constant along the span of

the wing.

If the above assumptions are adhered to, according to [13] the expression for flap

effectiveness factor is

r = (A(1 - A) + sin- 1 v/) (3.35)

where A1 is the flap-chord ratio, defined by:

cc)

and 77 = y/s, the dimensionless spanwise coordinate. Now, for a trapezoidal wing,

the chord varies as q as follows

(77)= c1 - (A - 1)7



where A is the taper ratio. Putting this expression into the ones for the flap-chord

ratio and the induced angle of attack change gives for a constant flap chord c1:

A(77)- c 1  
1

c~ ,1- (A -1)

7(77) = (A()(1 - Af()) + sin-1 A ))

so, if strip theory is used, the flap effectiveness factor along the entire wing can be

obtained by summing the contributions of each wing section located at 77, giving

7 = jr(7)dq (3.36)

There are two cases that can be solved for here: that of the rectangular wing and

that of the trapezoidal wing. The rectangular wing case is very simple, as c is not a

function of 77, so A! = c1 /c and

2( *(11-Af)+sin- )

and the lift for a rectangular wing with a full-length flap can be found from this

expresssion.

The expression for a trapezoidal wing is much more complex, but the integral

can be solved analytically. Inserting the expression for A1 as a function of 7 into the

expression for r gives

2 f1 1 c 1
-( 1c,1-()-1)7 c1-(A-1),7

This can be simplified for purposes of integration by substituting k1 = c/c,, and

k2 = A - 1, giving

2 1 k (l1 - k277 - k1) + - kr
7r" -(1 - k2 7)2 01 - k2:



2
S (I(77) + 12(77))
7"

The evaluation of the two integrals I1(77) and I2(7) can be performed numerically or

analytically. The unsimplified analytical results are:

SVkx(1l - k) - kik 2  k 1  k(1 - k1 ) - kik 2771

S2k2 k2tn k k 2

12 = X sin-' x + -/1- X21 X1

k2 2x WO

where xo = v/l and x1 = k1(l - k2 ).

Numerical values for these expressions may be obtained by evaulating kl and k2 in

terms of c,,ct, and A. For a rectangular wing, if c = 6ft and cf = 2ft, then A1 = 1/3,

and 7 = .6919. For a trapezoidal wing, if ct = 8.5ft, c, = 10.2ft, and cy = 2ft, then

kl = 1/3, k2 = -1.667, I, = 2, I2 = -. 39, and r = 1.025.

3.2.2 Annular Wings

Although there had previously existed a number of analyses concerning the lifting

characteristics of annular wings ([14], [15], [16], [17]) , it was decided that a full

re-analysis of the characteristics of annular wings should be performed in order to

generalize the results found in [14] and [15] to include provisions for twisted and

cambered annular lifting surfaces. Two types of analysis were performed to determine

said lifting characteristics. The first, a strip theory analysis, was performed to give

a rough estimate of the lifting charcteristics. The second, a lifting-line analysis, was

performed to give a more accurate model of the aerodynamic properties of the wing.

The lifting-line analysis also included a section concerning the downwash of the fore

wing and its interaction with the vehicle body and the aft wing. The results of each

evaluation were then compared with experimental results and other analyses.
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Figure 3-8: Side View of Annular Wing at Angle of Attack

Strip Theory

For the strip theory analysis, the flow was considered incompressible and inviscid,

and the wing was considered to be uncambered and untwisted.

If an annular wing of radius r and chord c is travelling at speed V, at an angle

of attack a, then the incoming velocity can be reduced to its components as per

Figure 3-8. Strip theory states that each infinitesimal strip of the annular wing may

be considered as a separate two-dimensional lifting surface, ignoring any interactions

with the surfaces surrounding it and ignoring the effects of the trailing vortex system,

i.e. is the case where r > c. Therefore, the annular wing may be modelled as a series

of these infinitesimal surfaces. If 0 is defined as the angle between the positive y-axis

and the strip in question, then it can be seen in Figure 3-9 that the velocity normal

to a strip located at angle 0 is defined by:

V, = V sin a sin 0

So, for each specific strip there is a component of velocity V, cos a parallel to the



dN, Local Lift Force

Figure 3-9: Annular Wing Strip Element

strip and a component V, sin a sin 0 perpendicular to the strip.

Using these two components of velocity, it is possible to define a virtual angle of

attack 0 and virtual incoming velocity V for each strip. These are represented by:

Vo sin a sin 0
tan == tan a sin 0

V, cos a

V 2 = V2 cos2 a + V sin2 a sin2 0

It will be assumed that 0 is small because a is small, so tan 2 , 0 - a sin 0, and

V S V.

If thin-wing theory is then assumed for this model, the incremental lift produced

is on the strip is:

dN = -PV 2 CL dS

and, if CL = moo where mo is the two-dimensional lift-curve slope and dS = crdO,

the lift becomes:

dN() = -pV 2 crmoo(0)dO
2 00



Note that the component of lift expressed here is that component normal to the surface

of the ring wing. In order to obtain the net vertical lift, the vertical component of

this lift, dN sin 0, must be used. This results in the expression:

1
dN = VpV crmo(0) sin OdO

This expression can be integrated around the circumference of the ring to give:

L = x-2 pV2cra (3.37)

Finally, if one converts the lift to CL by means of

CL = I (3.38)
,pv 0 S

and inserts S = 2rc, the resulting expression is the strip theory expression for the

coefficient of lift for an annular wing:

CL = 7r2a (3.39)

This result is the limiting case for r > c.

Lifting-Line Theory

A more thorough examination of the lifting properties of an annular wing requires

the use of a theory that takes into account the three-dimensional interactions present.

This analysis of the annular wing will utilize lifting-line theory to obtain expressions

for the lifting characteristics.

Once again, we have our angular wing incident to the flow as seen in Figure 3-

8. If general lifting-line theory is utilized, the circulation around the wing will be

concentrated as a vortex ring located at the quarter-chord line. As can be seen in

Figure 3-10, conservation of vorticity dictates that the ring vortex will shed a trailing
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00
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Figure 3-10: Vortex Shedding by Annular Wing

vortex of magnitude:
dr
-de
dO

The first objective of this analysis will be to find the velocity ui induced along the

wing by the ring vortex. The normal incident velocity on an arbitrary strip of the

wing located a 8 is given, as in the previous section, by the expression:

V, ~V. (a sin 0 + aT(0)))

where now aT(8) is the wing twist distribution. Now, an expression for the induced

velocity due to the circulation can be derived as follows: As can be seen in Figure

3-11, what needs to be calcuated is the velocity dui induced at point Q at angle 0

due to the semi-infinite vortex of strength (dr/de)dO shed at point R.
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Figure 3-11: Annular Wing Induced Velocity

According to the Biot-Savart Law,

1 dr
dui = d#

47s dO

where s is the distance between Q and R.

This dui is the component of the 'inwash' perpendicular to the line segment s, and

what is desired is the component of the velocity directed radially inward. In order to

obtain this, 3, q and 0 need to be related, as seen in Figure 3-11, by the equation:

-0+2 = r

= x/2 - (- 0)/2

where 4' is defined in the Figure. From this, it can be seen that

2



so,

du = dui cos -- (3.40)
2

The induced velocity can be obtained by integrating with respect to 0 from 0 to 27r

in the following form:

ui = 2  cos-0 e dO (3.41)
o 4rs 2 dO

and, since, s = 2r sin 2 the expression becomes

i = r- cot 2 dr dO (3.42)
o 8rr 2 dO

Now, a general form of the distribution of F is required. Due to symmetry con-

straints and for twist of the form aT(O - r) = aT(O), the F(0) that will be chosen

must be of the form:

r(7r - 0) = r(0)

A distribution that satisfies this condition is of the form:

F(0) = A, sin nO

where n is an odd integer. To complete the procedure, the distribution must be

inserted into the velocity equation to obtain the coefficients A,. The assumed circu-

lation will be of the form:
00

(0) = ~ A,, sin nO (3.43)
n=1

where n = 1, 3, 5,... so, the derivative is:

dF "
dO E nA, cot nO (3.44)

n=1

Putting this into the integral gives:

1 2  € -0 ~
u,= cot 0 nAn cos nOdO (3.45)

8nr 2 =1



-u nA cos nO cot dO (3.46)
n=r 1 2

100
8rr E nA.I. (3.47)

n=1

where,

I1,8-d= (3.48)I, = 12cos nO cot 2dO (3.48)

The evaluation of this integral is very similar to one presented in [14]), but the limits

are different for this application, so a summary of the integration procedure is given

in Appendix A. The final expression for the integral is:

I, = -27r sin no (3.49)

where n must be odd. Putting In into the velocity expression gives:

1 00
- u = r nA,(-27rsinn¢) (3.50)

n=1

or,

4rui = ZnA sin no (3.51)
n=1

For the sake of completeness, it is possible to consider an even more general form

of circulation distribution:

r(0) = Z[A. sin(2n + 1)0 + B cos2nO] (3.52)
n=O

dO = [(2n + 1)An cos(2n + 1)0 - 2nB, sin 2nO] (3.53)
n=1

Please note the change in the indicial notation. Inserting this into Equation (3.42)

gives:

21 2  
F 9 00

-U, 1 cot {2 Z(2n+ 1)A, cos(2n+ 1)08r ro 2 n=O



-2nB, sin 2nO})d
1 CO 2, 7r

r {  (2n + 1)A, 0  cot 2 cos(2n + 1)0dO
n=o

- 2nB, cot 2 sin 2nOdO}
n=O

It is known fron the integral evaluated in Appendix A that

/27
cot 2" cos(2n + 1)0d0 = -2r sin(2n

2

however, the other integral requires a short amount of analysis as follows:

If

I(0) = jcoto
- sin 2n9dO

2

and the following definitions are made:

dO = dz

then the integral may be expressed as:

2()

I'(z) = f- cot (- sin 2n(x + ¢)dx

and this integral is evaluated as follows:

= sin 2nz cos 2no cot

= cos 2n _ 2
J-

sin 2nz cot

X2 dx +

(X2

f 2 cos 2nz sin 2n€ cot
€4

S2w-c
dx + sin 2n J cos 2nx cot

J-

= 2r cos 2no

where the two integrals are the same as I1 and 12 found in the Appendix. Inserting

I'(z) - dzc(f )dx

(2)d
-( dz
2



the results of this integral into the velocity equation obtains:

-u - (2n + l)An(-2ir sin(2n + 1)0) - 2nB,,(27rcos 2n)

S = 4~ (2n + 1)A, sin(2n + 1)0 + 2nB~ cos 2n] (3.54)

This expression is more general that those found in [14) and [15], for it will hold

for an annular wing with a general twist distribution. The corresponding circulation

distribution is given by Equation (3.52). The values of the A, and B, coefficients

must be determined by relating the local angle of attack to the wing section lift

properties and equating coefficients of sin no and cos no or by an equivalent process.

The actual angle of attack at each point on the wing as a function of 0 will be:

an(O) = a, - ai (3.55)

where,

aa = a sin 0 + aT(O)

ui(O)
V00

Now, using the Kutta-Joukouwski Theorem, as explained in [8], the lifting-line theory

expression for the circulation can be obtained. The theory states that the lift per unit

span is related by

pv,r(o) = 2pVcCL (3.56)

where c is the chord (constant) and,

CL = moan(O)

and mo is the section lift-curve slope. Substitution using Equations (3.42), (3.54),



and (3.56) gives:

1 M o [A, sin(2n + 1)0 + B,cos 2n] V cm[a sin 0 + a() (357)
n=O 2

For the untwisted wing, all of the coefficients except Ao are zero and Ao is given by:

moc V,moc
(1+ c)Ao = VMOC- a

8r 2

so, for mo = 27r,

1
Ao = rV,,ca

1 + rc/ 4 r
4r/rc

1 + 4 r/vrc

and the expression for the circulation is given by:

4r/rc(0) = 1 4rrc ca s in 8 (3.58)
1+ (4r/rc)

which corresponds exactly to the results found in [14] and [15].

The lift that results from this circulation can be found by using the expression

L = j pV,.F(O)r sinOdO

4r/rc
1 + 4r/rc

and the lift coefficient is

CL = L

= 2AR/r (3.59)
1 + 2AR/ir

where S = 2rc, as before, and AR = 2r/c. As an additional check on the theory, and

because of the elliptical distribution of the annular wing, the coefficient of drag was



also computed using

D = pi()rF()rdo

to give

CD -C
Co _L 27rAR

2xAR= A 2 (3.60)
(1 + 2AR/rr) 2

Downwash Interactions

As the forward annular wing produces a downwash that will affect the aerodynamic

properties of the rear annular wing, it is necessary to examine the downwash in-

teractions of the annular wings. This would normally be a complex procedure for

non-planar wakes, but fortunately numerical experiments [18] show that it is reason-

able to assume that the wake produced by the fore annular wing rolls up into two

line vortices located on or near the y-axis, parallel to the x-axis. This allows one to

integrate over the wing circulation to find the strength of the vortex and its location,

then use the methods defined in the section concerning trapezoidal wings to obtain

the behavior of the vortex with respect to the body.

The primary question to be answered concerns the strength of the twin vortices

shed by the annular wing and their location along the y-axis. The magnitude of the

circulation around the annular wing is given by the expression

4r/rcr(O) = xrVca sin#
1 + ( 4r/C 7c)

= Ao sin 0

The strength Fo of each line vortex that is shed from half of the annular wing can be

obtained from the formula /w/2 dr
ro =] dO (3.61)

-,/2 dO



so, inserting dr/dO = Ao cos 0 gives

Fo = I Ao/2 A0 cos OdO

= 2Ao

The spanwise location of each vortex with respect to the x-axis is designated by b.,

and is given approximately by

ba = y (3.62)fl' E dr
f dy

The problem now reduces to finding an expression for dr/dy and integrating it over

y. First of all, through the chain rule

dr dr dO
dy dO dy

and, as y = r cos 0, its derivative results in the expression

dyd = -r sin
dO
dO 1

- = -- csc 0
dy r

and, combined with the above expression

-dr Ao cos 0 = Ao-
dO r

gives the desired formula
dr -- Ao csc 8
dy r2

The expression for csc 0 can also be expressed in terms of y and r as

csc 0 = ±+



so, taking the negative part, one obtains

dr y Ao
(3.63)

dy r ~r- T- y

Putting this into the integrals for ba gives

f r dr Ao f y2
yidy = j dy

0 dy r o V
__ Y r2- - y r 2  + sin-'
r2 2 r

4

and,

f rdF Ao j dy

o yr_ 7_o
= Ao [_ r2 - y2

r

S-Ao

so, the distance from the x-axis of each vortex is given by

- r(3.64)
r 4

This information can also be used as a lifting-line approximation to the distance

between vortices coming from a trapezoidal wing [13], i.e. b. = h for a trapezoidal

wing.

Comparison With Experiment

The expressions dealt with in the section concerning trapezoidal lifting surfaces had

a relatively large base of experimental results for comparisons ([8], [9], [10], [13]).

However, there has not been nearly as much experimental work done with annular

wings, so it was decided that a comparison with available analyses concerning annular

wings would be beneficial by displaying the validity of the expressions that were



derived for the lifting characteristics.

The theory developed in [14] concerns channel wings, and the theory obtained

in [15] is slightly less general than that presented here. However, both theories give

results in the limit of untwisted annular wings which agree with the results obtained

here.

The following comparison compares the strip and lifting-line theories derived above

with an modified lifting-line theory solution [16], [17] and experimental data [19]. In

this modified theory, the vortex strength is calculated by satisfying the downwash

condition at the three-quarter chord point, whereas here and in [14], [15], the vortex

strength is obtained by using the sectional lift properties. The theories to be compared

are summarized as follows:

Strip theory:

Cl = 20

CD, = 0

Lifting-Line Theory:

CL 2AR/7r
1 + 2AR/7r

27rAR
Co. = O2

(1 + 2AR/) 2

Alternate Lifting-Line Theory (Weissinger and McCormick):

CL ( dCL) a

2 da elliptic

2r AR,1

2 AR, + 2(AR, + 4)/(AR, + 2) a

where, as before AR = 2r/c, this expression has AR, = 8r/rc. No expression for

Co, was available in [17].

As the paper that contained the experimental data (19] displays data for specific

sets of aspect ratios, the following comparisons will be made using the theories stated
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Figure 3-12: CL Comparison for AR = 1/3

above: a CL comparison for all three theories and the data, and an induced drag

coeffiecient CD, comparison between the lifting-line theory derived above and the

experimental data. Each comparison shall be performed for five aspect ratios: AR =

1, 1, 1 1.5, 3, which, most importantly, encompasses the aspect ratio range that the

applications discussed later fall into. The CL comparisons are shown in Figures 3-12 -

3-16, and the CDo comparisons are shown in Figures 3-17 - 3-21. For the experimental

data, CoD was obtained by subtracting the CD value at zero angle of attack.

Examination of these comparisons reveals many salient points about the behavior

of the theories derived above. An important point to note is that the angle of attack

range that each comparison covers is progressively less with increasing aspect ratio.

This is due to the fact that the data from [19] showed that the lower the aspect ratio,

the greater is the angle of attack for flow separation. The largest angle of attack

chosen for each comparison is one that is just below flow separation. The theories
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become invalid once the flow is separated or stalled.

It can be seen from the CL comparisons that the lifting-line theory from [16]

and [17] is the most accurate. The lifting-line theory derived here and in [14], [15]

show consistently larger values than the experimental data, suggesting that the use

of the sectional lift properties to determine the vortex strength overestimates the

lift compared with that obtained by satisfying downwash conditions at the three-

quarter chord point. Another observation to be made is that as the aspect ratio

increases, as in Figures 3-15 and 3-16, the lifting-line theories give results that begin

to coincide, gradually moving closer to the strip theory measurement. Therefore,

increasing aspect ratio moves into the regime where the lifting-line theory derived here

is most appropriate, and eventually into the regime where three-dimensional effects

can be ignored, so that strip theory is sufficient to describe the lifting characteristics.

The lifting-line results are surprisingly good considering the low aspect ratios. Of

course, if the aspect ratio had been defined as the circumference divided by the chord

(i.e. 27rr/c), its numerical value would have been much larger.

The Cn comparisons do not convey as much information, except to show that the

lifting-line theory gives results that are satisfactory for small angles of attack (_ 40),

but become progressively worse as angle of attack increases probably due to viscous

effects that lifting-line theory cannot include. The effect of aspect ratio is also not as

immediately apparent.

The conclusion that can be made from these comparisons is that the lifting-line

theory for annular wings derived in this thesis will be adequate to describe the lift-

ing characteristics of the annular wings to be used in the configurations previously

detailed in the Examples Chapter, as long as the angle of attack of the surface is not

large (5 80), and the aspect ratio is not too small (> 0.75).

3.3 Modal Control Analysis

The other aspect of the thesis that required preliminary analysis work dealt with

obtaining analytical expressions suitable to represent the first bending mode of the



vehicle. Both practical configurations described in the Examples Chapter required

such an analysis, and the resulting equations are very similar. These equations were

then to be used to define a control system that would regulate the bending deforma-

tion. The procedure for this was slightly different for each configuration, however.

The maglev configuration already possessed a non-linear simulation that included a

LQR controller, so the equations that defined the simulation and the controller would

have to be augmented to include the flexible mode. On the other hand, there was

no such simulation to represent the towed vehicle, so all the equations needed would

have to be derived, then have a controller applied to them. The modal analysis for

each vehicle, and a summary of the controller theory, are presented below.

3.3.1 Modal Analysis of the Towed Vehicle

It was beneficial to perform the analysis work for the towed vehicle first because the

primary concern in the analysis of this vehicle was control of the first longitudinal

mode, whereas the maglev vehicle simulation incorporated many more factors into

its dynamic model. As a result, the equations produced by the modal analysis of the

towed vehicle would be simpler, but could be modified and incorporated later into

the simulation of the maglev vehicle.

The towed vehicle, as seen in Figure 3-22, is set up as two rigid bodies connected

by a hinge that contains a torsional spring. This hinge and spring system allows

the system to only deflect in the longitudinal direction. Another constraint on the

dynamics of the vehicle is a tow cable attached from the towed vehicle to the aircraft

that is pulling the vehicle along. This is represented in the analysis as a tension, F,

the towing force that provides the lift for the towed body.

Before the equations of motion are to be formulated, there are some terms defined

in Figure 3-22 that require further explanation [20]. The simulation involves only

motions in the longitudinal plane, and the flexible mode is represented by a simple

torsional stiffness connecting the foreward and aft body sections, as seen in Figure

3-23.

The points G, P, A, and C define the non-deformed body center of gravity, the
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Figure 3-22: Towed Vehicle With Forces and Moments
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Figure 3-23: Towed Vehicle With Single Bending Mode

effective center of rotation for the bending mode, the center of gravity of the lumped

mass aft body, and the cable attachment point, respectively.

The mass and inertia terms are represented by m, which is the complete vehicle

mass, mA, which is the aft body mass, B, which is the pitch moment of inertia for

the complete vehicle about its center of gravity, and BA, which is the pitch moment

of inertia for the aft body about P, its center of rotation.

The force and moment terms are represented by X and Z, which are the complete

vehicle aerodynamic forces, M, which is the complete vehicle aerodynamic pitching

moment about the center of gravity, MA, which is the aft body aerodynamic moment

about the point P, and Ms, which is the torque caused by the effective torsional

spring at P.

Other important terms are represented by 6, which is the angular deflection of the

aft body relative to the vehicle centerline, as seen in Figure 3-23 and y, which is the

angle between the absolute horizontal and the cable direction.

Using these terms, the complete body equations of motion are ([20], [21]):

In the X-direction

mi = X + F cos(0 + 7) - mg sin 0 (3.65)



In the Z-direction

m(zb - uq) = Z + Fsin(O + y) + mg cos 0 + mAc3 (3.66)

And around the Y-axis

BO = M - c2F sin(# + ) + (BA + mAClC3)6 (3.67)

In these equations, 6 is assumed to be a small angle, and q = 0. An important point

to note in these equations is the presence of additional inertia terms reulting from

the motion of the aft body independently of the fore body.

An additional equation is required to determine the deflection angle b. This is

obtained from the torque balance about P for the aft body alone, and the resulting

expresssion is

BA(i - S) = MA + MS + mAc3g (3.68)

where the spring torque Ms can be related to 6 using

Ms = k6

The spring constant k can be obtained by assuming a natural frequency for the

bending mode, as will be shown later.

The equations can now be simplified by making the assumptions that 0 is small,

and the body is being towed at its center of gravity, i.e. c2 = 0. Applying these

assumptions produces the equations

mit

m(zb - uoq)

Bq

q

BA( -6)

= X + F(cos -y - 0 sin y) - mg9

=Z + F(sin y + 0 cos y) + mg + mAc 36

= M + (BA + MAClc3)6

=MA +

= MA + k, + mAc3 g



Now, in order to apply a linear controller to the equations, they must be linearized

about a trim point. This must be done by substituting into the equations the steady-

state (trim) and perturbation values of the angles, forces and moments:

X = O +

z = Zo+z

= 00 +

S= b, +

M = Mo + M

MA = MAO+IA

where the zero subscript denotes a trim value and bar denotes a pertubation quantity.

Using these equations, and the further assumption that the cable dynamics are

uncoupled so that F and 7 are invariant, gives the steady conditions as

Xo + F(cos -y - 0o sin 7) - mgOo

Zo + F(sin y + o0 cosy) - mg

Mo

MAO + kbo + mAc3g

= 0

= 0

= 0

= 0

so, the dynamic, linear equations become

mri

m(t - uoq)

BO

q

BA(8 - )

= X- (F sin -y + mg)

= + OF cosy + mAc 36

= + (BA + mAClC 3 )6

MA+ kb



Now, using the definitions

L = Fsin 7 + mg

as the net vehicle steady lift,

D, = F cosy

as the net vehicle steady drag, and

B 1 = BA + mAC1c3

as the net aft vehicle inertia, and dropping the bar notation for perturbation quanti-

ties, the equations may be summarized as

mu = X - OL,

m(r- uoq) = Z + OD,, +mAc3S

Bq = M +Bj'

q =

BA( -) = MA + kb

and, if the rate of deflection is designated as v = 6, the equations can be rearranged

into a final form as

mi = X-OL

= muoq + Z + OD, + mAC3 G

Bq = M+B 1G

= V

where,
BAM - B(MA + k5)

(B - B1)BA

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)



The next step is to break up the aerodynamic terms into their derivatives in the

following manner

X = Xuu + Xw

Z = Z, + Zw + Z66

M = Mw+Mq+M66 + M,v v+M, q +M,

MA = MAww+MAq +MA66 + MAV +MA

where X, = , X, = 2, etc., and 7 and ( are the control surface deflections. The

77 control surface is implemented directly using the control flaps within the annular

wings, while the ( control surface is specifically dedicated to damping the flexible

mode by using the same control surfaces 77, but deflecting them in opposing directions

to exert moments on the center of the vehicle.

Another modification that should be made to the equations accounts for the pres-

ence of vertical wind gust disturbances. These disturbance terms are of the form

D, = ZwWF and Dq = MwWF, representing the vertical force and pitching moment,

respectively, induced by a gust of velocity WF. The force and moment terms must

then be added to Equations (3.70) and (3.72) to ensure that gust disturbances can

be input into the state-space system.

If the states are then defined as u, w, 8, q, 6, and v, the above equations of motion

can be arranged in state-space form, suitable for control system analysis.

Rearranging the equations in state-space form gives:

ic = Ax + Bu + LF (3.75)
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where the matrix terms are defined by
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1
m
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1
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m
1

a22  - Z, +
m

a 2 3
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1
-D,
m
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a24 -= O + -3)BA
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1

a 25 = -Z +
m

mA BAM6 - B(MA6 + k)]mn (B - B1)BA
m A BAM, - BMAI,
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Obtaining the stability derivatives requires slightly more work. They are configu-

ration dependent, but are essential to the analysis, so the general expressions for the

towed vehicle stability derivatives will be derived here, while numerical values will be

given in the Results Chapter.

To make the calculations easier, Figure 3-24 defines a number of geometric param-

eters that will be used in evaluating the stability derivatives. Geometric parameters

for the fore annular wing include the radius RF, the chord cF, the reference surface

area SF = 2RFCF, and the aspect ratio AF = 2RF/CF. Geometric parameters for

the aft annular wing include the radius R, the chord c, the reference surface area

S = 2Rc, and the aspect ratio A = 2R/c. Also defined in the figure are the distances

from the wing center of gravity to the vehicle center of gravity for each wing, where

IF pertains to the fore wing and 1 pertains to the aft wing.
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Figure 3-24: Towed Body Geometry

Other assumptions must be made about some of the modal quantities defined

above. It will be assumed that the tow point of the vehicle is located at the vehicle

center of gravity (cl = 0), and the flexible joint of the vehicle is located at the center

of gravity (c 2 = 0). However, non-zero terms do persist in the form of c3 , the aft body

center of gravity location, m, the total body mass, and mA, the aft body mass [20].

Now, if the body contribution to the lift is neglected and the lift is given by L, as

defined above, then the vehicle coefficient of lift is given as

L
CL,, =- I

and, defining subscripts as (), for the complete vehicle, ()A for the aft wing, and ()F

for the fore wing, then, for the entire vehicle,

OL 7r2A SF 7r2 AF

" Ia ( + A) S + AF



Also for the complete vehicle,

C2
CDo = CDo + L

Using these quantities, the resulting stability derivatives are [22]

Using these quantities, the resulting stability derivatives are [22]

X, = -pUoSCD,

zu = -pUoSCL,

z, = -pUoS) + CD

1 OOCLZM = -pUo S +- Ia

1 r, +
Mq = p-UoSl2 [)

M= pU (CL)

2 aSCLa

lploS (OCL) A

MAq 2 iS (9CL)A

I
S o a
&Q9 (CL)F]

I)2 (Oa) F]

M6

M

The control surface stability derivative M,, requires definition of the effective control

surface aspect ratio as AC = 2RF/CF and the effective control surface area as S, =
2 RFCF. The lift curve slope of the control surface can be obtained from

OCL

977

2xrA,
(2 + Ac)

M

MA6

MA,



so, the pitch control derivative is given by

1 lF SF aCLM =!pU2SI2 I S d1

The bending mode control derivatives are produced as pure torques at the forward

and rear control surfaces by using plain flaps to change the effective section camber.

The associated control derivatives are given by:

Mi = pU2SI C
2 0

where MAt = - M.

Each of these stability derivatives is numerically evaluated in the Results Chapter

to obtain values for the state-space matrices A, B, and L.

3.3.2 Modal Analysis of the Magnetically Levitated Vehicle

The magnetically levitated vehicle analysis followed a slightly different path than

that of the towed vehicle. As a set of dynamic equations was already in place because

of the pre-existing nonlinear simulation, the procedure was to modify the original

equations by adding in the term produced by a flexible mode, thus increasing the

number of degrees of freedom present in the simulation from six to seven. A basic

model for this term was obtained from the analysis performed on the towed vehicle,

then modified to conform to the configuration of the maglev vehicle.

As the simulation uses the original six degree-of-freedom dynamic model as a

basis for comparison, it is beneficial to show the original equations of motion in their

full original form. A full description can be found in [4], but some of the terms are

defined here. The vehicle is suspended magnetically on four levitation coils and has

two propulsion coils, one at the front and one at the back. The gaps between the coils

and track can be related to the instantaneous vehicle position and attitude in inertial

space, and the track configuration (e.g. banked turn, deflection between supports,

roughness, etc.). The resultant magnetic forces are non-linear functions of the gaps



and deviations. These are defined for the nth coil as:

nth levitation coil gap increase:

h, = (z - l4n - zTn) cos Ocn - (y + l ,,n - 0s - yTn) sin Ocn

nth propulsion coil gap increase:

b, = z - lr,,o - zr,

nth propulsion coil lateral deviation:

yb, = y + lpn + (R - s)¢

The six dynamic equations of the rigid body are presented as Equations (3.76)

through (3.81). In these equations, subscript A refers to an aerodynamic contribution,

subscript M refers to a magnetic term, and subscript G refers to a wing gust input.

X Force Equation:

mit = -mio - DA - DM + mg(aF + 0 cos o(t)) (3.76)

where,

DA = -p(u + UG + UO)2SRCD
2

UR mg ___h CL

DM = kDL U + U h
n + o nL n=1 ho + hn

T = To bo+b)
n=1 be + b"

Z Force Equation:

mrb = muoq + ZM + ZA - mgaz (3.77)



where,

1
ZA = P8w LC L, f(U + uo)2 a, + uo(2uG + WG)}

ZM = mg COS Ocn
nL cosO, n= ho + hh, O

a, = (1 - av) cos o0 + aH sin 0

Pitch Moment Equation:

Bq = -B4o + MM + MA

where,

lM
M g ( ho rcn cn

nL cos 0O = ho + h ) l ncos

+ (Rcos0 - s)DM -(R-s)T

1
MA = -(S - SA)DA + -IpSl,, CL,(u + uo) 2a p + uo(2 UG + WG

Y Force Equation:

m(v - uor) = YM + YA + mgaH coso -(1 - av) sin 0o}

where,

YA (U + UG UO(t)) 2SWCLay + puo(t)vG(SwCL. + SBCL,B)

YM = mg ( ho s L n pnL COS 0C ho + hn sinOcn + L Yk1
n=l n=l

Yaw Moment Equation:

C( + -to) = NM + NA (3.80)

where,

_- m.g

nL cos 9 c n=1 Sho + h,
lcn, sin Ocn +

np

n-'l

1 1NA = -p(u + uo(t))2 SW CL, ya + 2 puo(t)VG(Sl,CL, + SBlBCLB)2 2

(3.78)

- qlw,)}

(3.79)

NM



Roll Moment Equation:

A(p + =o) = LM + LA (3.81)

where,

LM = mg ho + h, s sin 8n + (R - s) E Ymkn
nL COS Oc n= h+h n=1

1 1
LA = 2 p(u + o(t))2S1RCL, ar, + 2pUo(t)UGSBSACLaB

In these equations, u0 is the velocity along the track, ~0 is the instantaneous track

bank angle, and aF, av, and aH are the acceleration components resulting when the

vehicle exactly follows the track centerline at a constant separation height ho. The

control surface deflections are a., , ap, a ,, and a.,,. R is the height of the magnetic

center above the track, while s and sA are the distances of the center of gravity and

aerodynamic center, respectively, below the magnetic center. The Ymkn terms are the

magnetic side forces due to lateral movement relative to the track, and are non-linear

functions of yb,.

The body attitude angle perturbations must always be small, and the velocities

can be related by:

= U (3.82)

= v (3.83)

= w (3.84)

= p (3.85)

= q (3.86)

= r (3.87)

The equations outlined above describe the six degree-of-freedom rigid body dy-

namics. They are modified for the bending mode using flexibility terms similar to

those derived in the analysis of the towed vehicle. The following specifications are

used:



The bending mode is represented as a torsional spring connecting the forward and

aft body sections.

The torsional spring and center of gravity of the complete vehicle are co-located

at the mid-point, and the vehicle is dynamically symmetric about this point.

Bending is assumed only in the pitch plane, i.e. the vehicle is laterally rigid.

0 is the pitch attitude of the forebody and 6 is the angle between the fore and aft

body reference axes, similar to the definitions shown in Figure 3-23.

The expressions for the levitation and propulsion coil gap changes will be modified.

For a layout with four levitation coils (nL = 4) and two propulsion coils (np = 2),

then each set of coils (fore, aft) would be located at a different vertical position on

the track if the flexibility at the center were taken into account. The expressions for

the gaps of the front coils (nL = 1,2 and np = 1) would remain unchanged, as b is

defined as the relative angle made between the rear and front half of the vehicle, but

the expressions for the gaps of the rear coils (nL = 3, 4 and np = 2) would have the

following gap change modifications, where the gaps are as defined above:

hn = (z - I,,(0-6)- zT) cos, - (y + 1.,, - - YTn)

bn = z - (- b) - zP

ybn = y + lX + (R-s)O

In addition to these modifications, the flexible mode must be taken into account

in the other following ways: some of the expressions dealing with the longitudinal

motion of the vehicle (Z-force and pitch moment, X-force remains unchanged) must

be modified to include forces and moments induced by flexible motion, and additional

equations of motion concerning the deflection and its rate of change must be derived.

These changes take the same form as those of the towed vehicle.

The modification to the Z-force equation comes in the form of an extra inertia

term

m(tb - uo(t))q = ZM + ZA - mg{(1 - a,) cos ,o + as sin Oo} - -mlw (3.88)
4



where ZA and ZM remain the same.

The modification of the pitch equation requires an additional inertia term in the

main equation, and an adjustment to the moments produced by the aerodynamics:

B(q + 4o) = MM + MA + 1B (3.89)
2

where,

MMm ELMnL cos ~ o+ h, Ln cos in+ (Rcos , - s)DM - (R - s)T

1 6 6
MA = -(3 - SA)DA + PSwwCL (U + UO)'(ap + ) + uo(2uG + wG - (q - ) )

The equation of motion for the deflection and its rate of change was obtained by

using the torque balance equation about the point G for the aft body alone:

BA(O + S) = MA,, + MM.t, + Ms + MC (3.90)

where MA.,, is the aft body aerodynamic moment about G, MM.,, is the aft body

magnetic moment about G, Ms is the moment induced by the torsional spring, and

Mc is the moment induced by a flexible mode control surface. This control surface

serves to increase the effect the control system will have upon the flexible mode by

applying a stabilizing moment to the vehicle center with the purpose of damping the

flexible mode. This surface may be implemented in one of two ways, both of which

apply a moment directly to the center of the vehicle: Through the use of flaps in the

fore and aft horizontal lifting surfaces, which when deflected in opposing directions

serve to apply a moment to the center of gravity of the vehicle, or through the use of an

additional horizontal control surface placed at the vehicle center of gravity. The first

method has the advantage of using the existing geometry, but the moment produced

is not very strong because the entire lifting surface is not dedicated to producing the

moment, while the second method will produce a much larger moment, but requires

a modification to the existing configuration. Either method is represented in these



equations by the same aerodynamic term, a lifting surface with a control angle of

attack of aB.

Equations (3.89) and (3.90) can be used to separate the 0 and S terms. Rearrang-

ment gives, noting that for this configuration, BA = B/2,

MM MA BA'
=B qo + ---B B B

and for the deflection equation:

2 4
S= = - 24o + 2(MA + MM)- 4(MA.,, + MM., + MS + MC) (3.91)

where MA and MM are as defined in the modified pitch equation, and

11
MA., 1 [-pSw,CL{(u + UO) 2 (p(2 + ) + (2 - (q - v) ,)}]

MM.,, = s- 8os 0 E ho h h l , cos cn
2 n=nL/2

Ms = kl = w~~
1

Mc = -PSwl,CL(U + uo)2 as

The frequency wB is the flexible natural frequency of the vehicle. It will be treated

as a parameter to investigate the vehicle dynamic behavior when it is low enough to

be comparable with the open loop magnetic suspension natural frequencies.

With these modifications, and the additional equations for i, and 6 = v, the

simulation can be modified to take into account the extra degree of freedom. Note

that the remaining equations (Y-Force, Rolling Moment, Yawing Moment) remain

unaffected, as the deformation produced by the additional degree of freedom remains

confined to the longitudinal (x-z) plane. Details as to how the modified equations

were incorporated into the simulation can be found in the following chapter.



3.3.3 Control Design Methodology

As stated in the introduction, it was decided that the LQR design methodology would

be used to implement the modal control. A brief summary of this design methodology

follows to give more insight into the logic behind the modal controller design.

The LQR design methodology is a method of optimal controller design that at-

tempts to construct a stable controller that forces all of the states in a state-space

system to go to zero from non-zero initial states. It performs this function though

minimization of a predetermined quadratic cost functional that consists of weights

on the states and controls. Mathematically, if the system can be expressed in the

following state-space form [5]:

k = Ax+ Bu

y = Cx

then an LQR controller can be constructed if the matrices [A,B], are stabilizable,

meaning that if any modes of the system are uncontrollable through the B matrix,

they must be stable, and the matrices [A, C] are detectable, meaning that of any

modes of the system are unobservable through the C matrix, they must be stable.

If the above conditions are met, and full state feedback is available, then an LQR

controller can be designed using a cost functional of the form

J = j XTQX + u TRu dt (3.92)

where x and u are the states and controls, respectively, Q is the state weighting

matrix, and R is the control weighting matrix. The control that minimizes this

function is given by the equation

u = -Gx = -R-1BTK

where K is the positive-definite solution to the time-invariant Control Algebraic Ric-



cati Equation (CARE):

KA + ATK + Q - KBR-1BTK = 0

A controller produced by this method will regulate (force to zero) the states of the

system using the "path of least-resistance" dictated by minimizing the cost functional

J. This path represents the way to regulate the system with the least changes in the

control and states, and therefore the one requiring the least work by the hardware.

The resulting controller is also guaranteed to be stable. The system matrices A, B,

and C are dictated by the system itself and the placement of sensors that can detect

the states. However, the cost functional matrices Q and R are a great deal more

arbitrary, except that they must be positive semi-definite. This is where the majority

of the design work must take place.

Choice of the Q and R is normally done through processes such as iteration,

experimentation, or shaping of the singular values of the system to conform to per-

formance specifications [5]. Except where noted, the method used to determine the

weighting matrices in the designs presented here is known as the Bryson Method [23].

The procedure for using this method is as follows: if one has a state-space system as

described above, and the maximum control derivations and the maximum tolerable

output deviations can be expressed in the form

Ujm. u,(t) 3m..

-Ykmg Yk(t) YkMCiu

then the quadratic cost functional may be expressed in the form

0 k=l Ykm. j=1 Ujma.



and the Q and R are expressed as

Q = CTdiag ( C

R = p diag (Uj1 )

This method produces two diagonal positive-definite matrices that provide greater

control for the states that vary greatest. Other methods might produce better im-

mediate results, but the Bryson Method produces adequate results for a mimiumum

amount of analysis and an excellent starting point for further iteration.

Implementation of these control methodologies can be found in the Results Chap-

ter.



Chapter 4

Simulation

The analyses described in the preceeding chapters were used in simulations to model

the control systems, determine optimal feedback gains, and to test the response char-

acteristics of the controllers. The model of the magnetically levitated vehicle provided

a computer simulation from which the state-space equations were derived, while the

state-space system of the towed vehicle was taken directly from the previous chapter.

The results of the tests detailed in this chapter are provided in the Results Chapter.

4.1 Operation of Maglev Simulation

The simulation used to model the dynamics of the magnetically levitated vehicle was

originally designed to provide results concerning how the Magneplane vehicle reacted

to track disturbances, wind gusts, and to different types of track maneuvers, and the

degree to which track roughness would affect the ride quality of the vehicle [4]. While

these are all important considerations when dealing with the practical applications of

this vehicle, this thesis is mainly concerned with evaluating the performance of the

control system when an additional degree of freedom was added.

The original program was designed to have a control system that regulated the

perturbations in six degrees of freedom (three translational, three rotational) and their

rates about a nominal track path. During the structural design of the vehicle, it was

found that the first bending frequency was comparable to the suspension frequencies,



although no modal dynamics had been included in the simulation. The structure and

operation of the original simulation are described first, and the incorporation of the

approximate bending mode briefly outlined.

The simulation itself is a series of programs written in MATLAB code, combined

in the system of layouts shown in Figure 4-1. The primary components are a pro-

gram that represents the non-linear equations of motion of the vehicle (dof6funa.m), a

program that extracts the state-space models from the non-linear equations and pro-

duces the corresponding LQR controller (make.system.m), and a modified MATLAB

subroutine that takes pre-determined initial conditions, track configurations, and dis-

turbances, and uses the non-linear equations and the linear controller to provide a

time simulation of the behavior of the vehicle (ode23a.m).

The twelve non-linear equations represented in 'dof6funa.m' were obtained using

the original equations described in Section 3.2.2. The non-linearities arise from the

expressions for the aerodynamic forces (due to the fact that L = 1pV 2SCL and the

components of V are states) and the magnetic spring forces. The numerical values

of all of the constants were obtained from a smaller subroutine named 'init_ fun-

params.m', which could be accessed when the controller was derived and when the

time simulation was carried out.

The state-space model of the system was derived by 'make system', which ob-

tained the state-space matrices by perturbing specified variables about the trim state

specified by the numerical values presented in 'init. fun. params'. The A matrix was

derived using subroutine 'makeaa.m' by perturbing the state variables appearing in

the non-linear equations, the B matrix was obtained using 'makebb.m' by perturbing

the control variables, and similarly for the disturbance variables for G (makegg.m).

The 'LQR' subroutine of MATLAB was then applied to this state-space model to

produce an LQR controller using the subroutine 'makekk.m', where the values of the

weighing matrices were given by 'makeqq.m' (for Q) and 'makerr.m' (for R).

A linear simulation of the state-space model could be performed through the use

of the 'lsim' subroutine within MATLAB, but in order to perform a fully dynamic

non-linear simulation of the system, in was necessary to use the program 'ode23a.m'.



The program's initial inputs consisted of the following: an ideal track vector, which

provided the track geometry obtained from the subprogram 'inkcv.m'and ideal speed

for the vehicle (so as to ensure coordinated turns, etc.), a disturbance vector, which

consisted of aerodynamic gusts, track roughness, and the periodic deflection of the

track between supports, and could be made to conform to a specific frequency range

(an operational bandwidth) through the use of the program 'mkdst.in'. Other inputs

included the open-loop and closed-loop numerical values as dictated in 'init_ fun_

params.m', the name of the function to be integrated, the initial states, the initial

and final times, and the desired accuracy. The program operated by taking the initial

conditions, integrating them using second and third order Runge-Kutta formulas to

obtain the states, applying the LQR controller to them, and taking the result and

integrating it upon the next time step. This had the net effect of using a linear

controller to control a non-linear system, with the result being a time simulation of

the states and outputs.

This set of programs has been thoroughly tested and validated under a number of

different test tracks and conditions (see [4] for more details), and it was deemed that

the six degree-of-freedom simulation would serve well as a basis for comparison when

the seven degree-of-freedom was created from it. The tests performed to confirm this

are detailed in the next section. The seven degree-of-freedom model, including the

modal deflection equation, was obtained readily from the original model by modifying

the non-linear equations of motion to include the deflection, as shown in the modal

control analysis in the previous section. This, along with some changes to the sizes

of the state-space matrices, was the only change needed in the simulation (now called

'dof7funa.m').

4.2 Validity Tests for the Magnetically Levitated

Vehicle

As can be ascertained from the description in the previous sections, the simulation of

the dynamics of the magnetically levitated vehicle is a very complex program, made
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even more complex by the modifications made to increase the degrees-of-freedom. In

order to verify that the simulation accurately portrays the dynamics and resultant

control of the vehicle, it was necessary to devise test cases. The procedure of the tests

is described here, while their exact results are described in the Results Chapter.

The original six degree-of-freedom model had been extensively tested throughout

a number of operating conditions [4], so one check on the validity of the seven degree-

of-freedom model would be to see if it approached the six degree-of-freedom model

under special limiting conditions. The linear equations that would be extracted from

the modified simulation could then used as a reasonable approximation to the true

dynamics of the flexible vehicle.

The primary special case that was tested was to tighten the torsional spring and

observe whether or not the step response of the longitudinal states approached that

of the unmodified simulation. The secondary test was to compare the steady-state

values of both simulations. The modified non-linear simulation produces new steady

states because the controller is a linear regulator working on a non-linear system,

and the states are measured at the center of gravity. In the steady state the effect of

gravity is to deform the vehicle, i.e. sag in the middle, even if it is by a small amount

in practice.

These special cases must be satisfied as a necessary condition for the model to

be used for testing the control system. The LQR controller design was implemented

for the modified simulation and the performance assessed by comparing the following

cases: LQR design without deflection and its rate feedback and without a bending

control surface, and LQR design with inclusion of the bending mode control surface,

with and without deflection and its rate.

The final measure of performance is the improvement of passenger ride quality

when the vehicle is subjected to a range of disturbances such as wind gusts, tur-

bulence, track deflection, and track roughness. To avoid the complexities of such a

simulation, it was decided that the frequency response function in the form of Bode

plot would provide a quicker, simpler, but equally as effective means of performance

comparison.



4.3 Validity Tests for the Towed Vehicle

Unlike the magnetically levitated vehicle, the towed vehicle does not have the benefit

of a prior simulation from which results may be compared, so the validity of the

model must be ascertained from the behavior of the system in the time and frequency

domains. However, the simulation is linear and simpler that that for the maglev

vehicle, so the comparison can consist solely of displaying the effect of having two

control surfaces, 77 and (, one of which is dedicated to damping the flexible mode (c),

as opposed to only having one control surface (77). The effect of changing the flexible

body mode bending frequency is also investigated.
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

5.1 Magnetically Levitated Vehicle

The results outlined in this section concern a specific geometry, that of the Magne-

plane vehicle. The vehicle has six aerodynamic surfaces, three located in the forward

part of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 5-1, and three located in the aft part of the

vehicle, as shown in Figure 5-2.

The geometric properties of the vehicle are summarized in Table 5.1, with the

following abbreviations: the wings consist of the Fore Vertical Stabilizer (FVS), the

Fore Port and Starboard Horizontal Stabilizers (FPHS and FSHS), the Aft Horizontal

Stabilizer (AHS), and the Aft Port and Starboard Vertical Stabilizers (APVS and

ASVS). The properties included in Table 5.1 are the wing type, the wing dimensions

(c and s for rectangular wings, c,, ct, and a for the trapezoidal wings), the wing

surface area, the wing aspect ratio, the wing lift-curve slope, and the distance from

the center of the wing where the lift acts. The geometry shown in Figures 5-1 and

5-2 represents the largest possible aerodynamic surfaces that can be used consistent

with track and tunnel clearances. In the rigid body simulation used previously [4],

smaller surfaces were assumed resulting in a conservative design.
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(Not to Scale)

Figure 5-1: Fore Lifting Surfaces of Maglev Vehicle

s = 8.5 ft

s = lOft

Cr= 11 ft

(Not to Scale)

Figure 5-2: Aft Lifting Surfaces of Maglev Vehicle
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n Wing Type Chord (ft) Span (ft) S (ft 2 ) AR CL. Z
1 FVS Trap c, = 10.2 ct = 8.5 9.5 88.9 2.03 2.64 .445
2 FPHS Rect 6 5.25 31.5 1.75 2.36 .437
3 FSHS Rect 6 5.25 31.5 1.75 2.36 .437
4 APVS Trap c, = 11 ct = 8.5 10 97.5 2.05 1.48 .448
5 ASVS Trap c, = 11 ct = 8.5 10 97.5 2.05 1.48 .448
6 AHS Rect 8.5 8.5 72.25 1 2.65 0

Table 5.1: Geometric Properties of Maglev Lifting Surfaces

5.1.1 Aerodynamic Comparison

The aerodynamic quantites used in the simulation are lumped approximations of the

actual aerodynamic quantities, and most of the expressions derived in Section 3.1.1

for trapezoidal wings were not utilized directly within the simulation. Therefore,

it was deemed that a comparison between the aerodynamic terms produced by the

control surfaces in the simulation model and the aerodynamic terms produced by

the expressions derived in this thesis would be beneficial in establishing the range of

possible control authority.

The control surface terms in the simulation represent the lumped aerodynamic

angles required to create the particular force or moment after which the angle is

named. The control surface terms are as follows: az represents the Z-force control

angle, ap represents the pitching moment control angle, ay represents the Y-force

control angle, ay. represents the yawing moment control angle, and a,, represents

the rolling moment control angle. Relations between the control angle and the actual

angles of attack, where the actual angles of attack of each lifting surface are given by

a,, where n is the first column of Table 5.1, can be derived by examining which lifting

surfaces need to be deflected to create specific forces and moments. The relations

between the actual wing angles of attack and the demanded control angles are

at1 = a + aya

a 2 = az + ap + aro

a 3 = az + ac - arO
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a4 = y - ya

5 = 5 T y - Ceya

a6  a - ap

where the numerical subscripts can be related to the particular surface using Table

5.1. Also note that the maximum value of the a,, is set by its surface stall behavior.

In order to compare the forces and moments produced by each surface, the inverse

expressions are required in the form of

a2 + as3 + 2ae
4

as + a3 - 2ae
ap,- 

4
2al + a 4 + as

ay - 4
2al - a 4 - as

a a = 4
a2 - a 3aro = 22

Now, one can compare the aerodynamic expressions used in the simulation with the

forces and moments that would be produced by the actual lifting surfaces. The

simulation aerodynamic expressions are, according to the section concerning modal

control of the maglev vehicle,

ZA = P20oS, CLa t
MA = pu2US,,,CL.CE

12

YA -PUoSwlmCL.aa
21

NA -1PU1WwL. aya
2

LA = PUoS S wrC L aro
2
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and the aerodynamic expressions of the real surfaces all take the form:

1
Ln=- PUnSnCLa an2

1
Mn = pu S, CL., a,

2

If one subsitutes the expressions for the angles of attack into the expressions for the

control forces, and organizes them according to lifting surface, then a comparison can

be made.

Now, numerical values for the various parameters must be provided. The numer-

ical parameters from the simulation are u0 = 492.2 ft/s, 1, = 164.04 ft, 1w, = 3.28 ft,

S = 21.53 ft2 , p = 0.0024 slug/ft3 , and CL = 4. The numerical values for the forces

and moments for the actual wings require slightly more computation, depending on

the surface being considered. The value of p is the same, as is the value of the incom-

ing velocity u0 = u,. The angles of attack, as will be seen in Section 5.1.2, are largely

unaffected by the downwash effects. The values of S and CL. can be determined

from Table 5.1. The average distance from the lifting surface to the center of mass is

about I = 50 ft, and the roll distance 12 is determined by the wing geometry (yo/s).

The expressions that result from inserting the equations that come from comparing

the angles into the simulation control equations, then reorganizing the equations to

correspond to the real surfaces are as follows, where all angles of attack are considered

a, = 10 = .017 rad:

Force due to al:

From Simulation:
1 a1

From Thesis:
11PUoS1CLoal
2 0

Moment due to a,:

From Simulation:
1 2aP 1t
1PUS,1wwCL0 a2 2
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From Thesis:

Force due to a 2 :

From Simulation:

From Thesis:

1 2  a 2SpUO W C'L, -2 4

1
-pu S2 CLL, a22

Moment due to a 2:

From Simulation:

SS C a2
pu~LOwWCL

2 4
S2 0a2

+ - uSI,.~
From Thesis:

1
4Pu S211CL, 2 a 2 +

1

pu S212CL,, a 2

Force due to a 3:

From Simulation:

From Thesis:

I PUSW CL,,2 4~

1

2 puoS 3 CL,3 a3

Moment due to a 3:

From Simulation:

From Thesis:

1 2a (3
1PU2SWlWC L32 4

1 2
SpUoS3ll CL,, a 3

1 25 a3CL,

2 PU°SlwrC'L 3
- Puo 3 12CL,, a 3

Force due to a 4 or as:
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From Simulation:
IPUS CL a4
2 4

From Thesis:
1
LpuZS 4 CL, 4 a42

Moment due to a 4 or a s:

From Simulation:
1 SICLa 4

2 4

From Thesis:
1
1puOS 4 1 CL 4 a 4

Force due to as:

From Simulation:
1 as
2 2

From Thesis:
1
PUOS6 CL,, as

Moment due to as:

From Simulation:

1 as
- -p cSL.-

2 2

From Thesis:
1
1pu2Sl 1 CL., as2

Please note that half of the moment generated by the FPHS and FSHS is con-

sidered to be roll generated, while the other half of the moment comes from other

moment considerations.

The numerical results of this comparison are presented in Table (5.2). To a great

extent, the differences arise mostly due to the fact that the simulation assumed sur-

faces areas much smaller than the apparent maximum available ones, and overestimate
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Angle Simulation Thesis
al Force (lb) 212 1158

Moment (lb-ft) 34908 58000
a2  Force (lb) 106.4 367.5

Moment (lb-ft) 18152.3 9265
a3 Force (lb) 106.4 367.5

Moment (lb-ft) 16756 9104
a4 Force (lb) 109.4 713.1

Moment (lb-ft) -17454 35655
as Force (lb) 106.4 529.64

Moment (lb-ft) -34908 47310

Table 5.2: Results of Aerodynamic Comparison

the moment arm. However, as the calculated aerodynamic parameters represent the

maximum allowable lifting surface area possible within track constraints, it was con-

cluded that the aerodynamic characteristics already present within the simulation are

conservative estimates and therefore are suitable for carrying out the modal control

effectiveness assessment.

5.1.2 Downwash Considerations

Examination of the maglev configuration provided at the beginnning of this chapter

shows that the FVS is directly in front of the rear box wing. Therefore, since the FVS

has about the same span as the box wing, there exists the possibility that the incoming

flow to the box wing structure will be affected by the vortex shed by the FVS. The

purpose of this analysis and subsequent numerical computation is to discover where

the vortex moves as it extends along the body of the maglev vehicle, what effect the

shed vortex has on the box wing aerodynamics, and whether or not this effect is of a

small enough magnitude that it can be ignored.

The strength Fo of the vortex shed by the FVS is obtained from considering the

Kutta-Joukowski Theorem [8] for the FVS:

1 2 dCL
2pVS a = spV.o2 da
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for a constant strength vortex.

Eliminating terms and solving for ro if S = s(c, + ct)/ 2 gives:

V dCLL'o = (c, + c) aL (5.1)
4 da

This expression is the strength of the vortex shed by the FVS. The maximum vehicle

speed of 492 ft/s results in the strongest circulation that will be experienced. Using

c,, ct and dCL/da as per the FVS geometry presented in the previous section, and a

value of a = 30 ( = .052 rad) gives a circulation of ro = 318 ft2 /s.

The location of the shed vortex as it extends down the length of the body, subject

to the body effect, is governed by the differential equations for the vortex motion

derived in the part of Section 3.1.1 concerning "Half Wing-Body Interactions" in the

Analysis Chapter. These equations were integrated using a FORTRAN program [24]

presented in Appendix B to determine the position of the vortex when it reached

the box wing. The location of the vortex was evaluated for initial conditions 0 = 0,

X = 0, a0 = rs/4 = 7.46 ft ([13] and Section 3.2.2), with the FVS located at x = 0,

and a downstream distance of x = 102 ft. Other parameters included the number

of steps n = 200, and the radius of the body R = 5 ft. The program output is

non-dimensionalized with respect to the body radius, so the results of the program

give the vortex as moving to a = 1.92 (no radial motion), and 0 = .15291 rad. The

location of the vortex with respect to the rear wings is portrayed graphically in Figure

5-3.

Now that the position of the vortex with respect to the aft box wing is known,

it is possible to calculate the effect that the vortex has on the lifting characteristics

of the box wing. The following quantities are defined as in Figure 5-4: 1. = 10 ft,

which is the distance from the center of the body to the AHS, which is the same as

the span of the APVS and ASVS, l, = 4.25 ft, the distance from the vehicle center to

the APVS and ASVS, which is also the semi-span of the AHS, a0o = 7.46 ft, which is

defined above as the location of the vortex along the z-axis when x = 0, yo = 1.1365

ft, the distance the vortex moves in the y-direction as it proceeds down the body, and
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APVS

AHS

ASVS

Note: Diagram is to Scale

Figure 5-3: Path of Vortex in Y-Z Plane

zo = .0875 ft, the distance the vortex moves in the z-direction.

The vortex effect is characterized by a change in the local or section angle of attack

of the incoming flow. This is due to the fact that the vortex induces a velocity on

the surface of each wing that, when superimposed on the incoming flow, changes the

flow direction and therefore the angle of attack. This manifests itself in an additional

rolling moment that is exerted on the box wings. It is the aim of this numerical

analysis to calculate this moment and determine if it must be taken into account in

the simulation and subsequent modal control design. Each section of the box wing

is considered separately, ignoring edge interactions. The velocities induced on each

wing will be calculated, followed by the moments.

The first section of the box wing to be considered is the AHS. As can be seen in

Figure 5-5, only the normal component of the induced velocity will have an effect on

the flow over the AHS, with the sidewash effect being neglected. Using the expression
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yI YPOP

Figure 5-4: Downwash Effect Geometry Definitions

V.

d :

,lz-a-z0

Y-Yo

Figure 5-5: Induced Velocity on AHS
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for the induced velocity derived in the Analysis Chapter, the induced velocity is:

Vin = i cos k

o ( o
1 + cos ?k

4,rd Vx + d2

where ik is the angle between the y-axis the point that d is considered to be acting

at, and d is the distance between the vortex and wing. It is helpful to derive the

expression for d in terms of rectangular coordinates y and z, then convert them into

a function of 0 alone. From Figure 5-5, it can be seen that

d I - ao + zo
sin €

and
Itan - ao + zo

tani¢ =
Y - Yo

so, the resulting expression for the induced velocity is

i = ( sin 4cos€ (5.2)
4'(lz - ao + zo) z + [/.-ao+ zoj2 2 i2

where the bounds on the angle Ik are

y=ly ; b= 40.16*

y = -1Y ; 1 = 1540

For the ASVS wing, the section angle of attack will only be affected by the tan-

gential component of the induced velocity. This induced velocity is

Vit, = - V sin

where Vi is as above. The distance d from the vortex to the wing as a function of the
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vertical coordinate, z, is

d2 = (l0 - yo) 2 + (z - ao + zo)'

Using the same procedure as for the AHS, and expression for d in terms of 4 can be

obtained:

d = 1 - Yo

cos 4

and, the induced velocity is

i = ro ( sin 0 cos (5.3)
4r(4, - yo) 1 + /z + [1, - yo2 / cos 2 '

where the bounds on 4' are

z = l ; 4= 40.160

z = 0 ; = -67.105 °

The final wing section is the APVS. This lifting surface is also only affected by

the tangential component of the induced velocity, so

Vit2 = Visin(r- 7)

= V sin 4

The expression for d is

d2 = (ly + yo) 2 + (z - ao + zo) 2

but, it is important to remember that

Z - ao + zotan(Ir - ) = -tan= za +
4, + Yo
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so, the expression for d in terms of -0 is

d 
1, + YO
Cos ?

and, the induced velocity is

V2 (1 ± sin cos k (5.4)
4r(1y + yo) 2 + ly + YO] 2 co320

with the bounds on 0 being

z= l ; i= 154'

=0O ; = 233.85

In order to calculate the moment induced by this vortex on each surface, it is

necessary to calculate the angle of attack resulting from the free stream velocity and

the induced velocity. This is accomplised by using the approximation

= -- (5.5)
Va

This induced angle of attack e is plotted for each wing section of the box wing in

Figures 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8.

Now that the modified angle of attack aT = a + E is known for each wing, the

moments may be calculated as follows: the flow over each surface generates a lift, but

that lift is now non-symmetric due to the effect of the downwash vortex. As can be

seen in Figure 5-9, instead of acting uniformly upon the wing, the expressions for lift

and moment over a differential element dy (or dz for the vertical wings) are given as

1 dCLdL = pVc(y) (a)dy (5.6)

dM = 2pV yc(y)- dL(aT)dy (5.7)
2These expressions can be evaluated and integrated for the conditions given for each

These expressions can be evaluated and integrated for the conditions given for each
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Figure 5-6: Induced Angle of Attack Along AHS
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Induced Angle of Attack Along ASVS

01 1 I / 1 1
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Figure 5-7: Induced Angle of Attack Along ASVS
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Induced Angle of Attack Along APVS
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Figure 5-8: Induced Angle of Attack Along APVS
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I y

Y)......• E(y)

Figure 5-9: Forces and Moments Due to Induced Angle of Attack

wing.

For the AHS, the chord c is constant because the wing is rectangular, and the

induced angle of attack E is a function of y. As the integration will be performed over

y, one must convert the expression for e back into a function of y by using:

sin =

cos -

lz - ao+ zo

(y - yo)' + (l, - ao + zo)2

Y - Yo

(y - yo)2+ - o + zo)2

and the resulting expression for e(y) is

E(y) - o1 +/yy -o +
4 m1+x + (y - yo) +Zao + zo)2.

Y - Yo

(Y - yo) 2 + (1z - ao + Zo) 2

The equation for M can then be obtained by inserting the expression for e into the
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expression for dM to get

I, 1, dCLM = pV cy- (a + e(y))dy
C-I, 2 da

= PV.caL ydy + ye(y)dy
2 da -1, -I,
1 cdCL (,
pjc ye(y)dy (5.8)

2 da I-V

This equation may be numerically integrated to give a value for the moment. The

value of the integral is .4328, and the moment produced by the downwash is M =

1575 lb-ft using the values for free-stream and geometric properties presented in the

previous section.

For the ASVS, the situation changes slightly. The wing is trapezoidal, so the

chord is now a function of z, c(z) = c,[1 + (A - 1)z/lI]. Also, the angle of attack

of the vehicle contributes to the sidewash on the wing, so it can be ignored, and the

angle of attack on the wing is solely determined by the induced angle of attack e. The

expression for e, obtained using the same methods as above, is

To 1o Oz- ao + zo
4(rV) =2 + ((ly - yo)4 +-(Z ayo + - yo) 2 + (Z - ao + zo)2

and, the resulting equation for the moment M as a function of z is

1 v2 dCL ,'
M(z) = -pV 2 a fo zc(z)e(z)dz (5.9)

This may also be integrated numerically, with the value of the integral being 1.0957

and the moment is M = 839 lb-ft.

The situation concerning the APVS is much the same as that of the ASVS, except

that the induced angle of attack has a slightly different expression

TLo xo z - ao + zo
1(r 4 Voo , X +(,+yo)2+ (z - ao +zo)2 (,l + yo) 2 + (z - ao +zo) 2

but the expression for the moment is the same as that of the ASVS. The integral has
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a value of 1.371, and the moment induced is M = 1051 lb-ft.

Comparison of the results gained from this section with the results of the previous

section shows that the moments resulting from the downwash vortex are small when

compared to those created by the lifting surfaces. Therefore, the assumption that

the simulation makes in ignoring the downwash effect on the rear box wing system is

justified.

5.1.3 Modal Control Results

The first set of results that are discussed are those that attempt to establish the

validity of the modified maglev simulation when compared to the original simulation.

As has been stated before, the original six degree-of-freedom non-linear simulation of

the maglev dynamic has been thoroughly tested and has been determined to be an

adequate model of the dynamic behavior of the vehicle. Therefore, if one was able to

prove that the modified seven degree-of-freedom model reduced to the original model

if the extra degree of freedom was somehow removed, then the modified model could

be accepted as an adequate approximation to the vehicle dynamics.

The method used to check and see if the seven degree-of-freedom model reduced

to the six degree-of-freedom model was to increase the stiffness of the torsional spring

represented in the modified simulation, and observe whether or not the behavior

approached that of the simulation profile without a flexible mode. The disturbance

input used to make the comparison was a 2 cm step response applied to the vertical

track disturbance input, which serves to excite all the longitudinal states z, 0, and 6.

The result of this comparison can be seen in Figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12. In Figure

5-10, it can be seen that as the torsional spring becomes stiffer, i.e. its natural bending

frequency f increases, the z-response for the modified simulation approaches that of

the original one. The different trim states are the result of the fact that because

a degree of flexibility has been introduced into the system, and the simulation is

composed of a non-linear controller operating upon a linear system, the regulation

process due to the LQR controller is not complete, so the center of gravity of the

vehicle (where the z-state is measured) sags according to the stiffness of the torsional
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Comparison of 6DOF and 7DOF Non-Linear Step Responses - Z
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of 6DOF and 7DOF Non-Linear Step Responses - Z

spring.

In Figure 5-11, the 0 response in the modified simulation can also be seen to

approach the original simulation if the natural frequency is increased. Note that this

state also exhibits the same type of steady-state error characteristics as the z-state

due to the sagging vehicle center.

In the case of the third longitudinal variable, 6, the original simulation does not

take the flexibility into account at all, so the value of 6 should be zero. As might

be expected, increasing the strength of the torsional spring as in Figure 5-12 reduces

the value of the trim delflection, implying an upper bound of zero. From these three

Figures, it is concluded that the seven degree-of-freedom simulation is valid with

respect to taking the original simulation and adding an extra mode while keeping the

other dynamics unchanged.

The next set of results were obtained from the modified simulation using the
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Comparison of 7DOF Non-Linear Step Responses - Delta
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Figure 5-12: Comparison of 7DOF Non-Linear Step Responses - Delta
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linearized model of the flexible maglev vehicle. All of these results take the form of

Bode plots of the transfer functions from the vertical disturbance to the longitudinal

variable in question. The z variable will be of greatest interest, because it is a measure

of the ride quality. The value of the torsional spring constant, i.e. the natural bending

frequency, was varied parametrically to study the effect of the control design. General

assumptions made for all of the control system designs presented are that the system

has full state feedback including the flexible mode, and that the only input is in

the form of the vertical track disturbance, i.e. all of the responses are closed-loop

responses to external disturbances and no tracking is attempted.

The first case studied is that of the model that possesses the flexible mode, senses

it, and incorporates it into the feedback, but does not possess an actuator and surface

to control it directly. The results of this study for the z-state can be seen in Figure

5-13. The conclusions that one can draw from this Figure are that there is one lightly

damped mode present resulting from the flexibility, and the frequency of this mode is

decreased if the frequency of the torsional spring is decreased. Also the change in the

spring stiffness has a large effect on the low frequency respose, particularly when the

bending frequency becomes comparable with the rigid body freqencies. Therefore,

the effect of flexibilty is greatest when the bending freqency of the rigid body modes

are close, a fact which must be kept in mind when examining the Bode plots of the

functions that contain modal control.

The second case examined concerns the effect of weighting the deflection states

in quadratic cost functional used to determine the optimal controller. The results

shown here in Figure 5-14 are for the z-state with a bending frequency of 1.5 Hz.

These results are shown because this is where the largest effect is present; for all of

the cases, there was only a small effect on the flexible mode. The conclusion that

may be draw from this is that the inclusion of 6 and v in the cost functional J(x, u)

does not have a large effect, so the responses are not sensitive to the S and v cost

function terms.

The next and most important comparison is that concerning the effects of adding

modal control to the system. This control takes the form of the additional control
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Effect of Flexibility Without Modal Control
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Figure 5-13: Effect of Flexibility Without Modal Control
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Effect of Including Delta and Nu in Cost Function J(x,u), f = 1.5 Hz
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Figure 5-14: Effect of Including Delta and Nu in Cost Function
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Effects of Modal Control, f = 2.5 Hz
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Figure 5-15: Effects of Modal Control, f = 2.5 Hz

deflection ab. The effects, seen in Figures 5-15 and 5-16 are immediate. In both plots,

the addition of modal control is effective in reducing the resonant response. However,

there is apparently a mixed effect at low frequencies, with a better response evident

in Figure 5-16 at 0.75 Hz as opposed to Figure 5-15 at 2.5 Hz, implying that the

modal control is felt to a greater degree when the torsional spring is more flexible. A

summary of the Bode plots of the transfer functions including modal control is given

in Figure 5-17, where the effects of flexibility with modal control are displayed.

For ride quality improvement, reduction of the resonant mode response is required,

and this has been achieved using the modal control. However, the low frequency

response is important from a motion sicknes viewpoint. The cost function used in

the LQR design could be modified to reflect this requirement, but that has not been

implemented here.
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Effects of Modal Control, f = 0.75 Hz
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Figure 5-16: Effects of Modal Control, f = 0.75 Hz
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Modal Control and Flexibility Summary
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Figure 5-17: Modal Control and Flexibility Summary
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5.2 Towed Vehicle

5.2.1 Vehicle Parameters

In order to design a control system for the towed aerodynamic vehicle, it was necessary

to formulate the matrices derived in Section 3.3.1.

As displayed in the Examples Chapter, the towed vehicle configuration consists

of two annular wings mounted on the fore and aft sections of the vehicle. The fore

annular wing, the smaller of the two, has a radius RF = 0.32 m, a chord of CF = 0.25

m, a reference area of SF = 2 RFCF = 0.16 m2, and an aspect ratio of AF = 2 RFICF =

2.6. The distance from the center of the fore annular wing to the center of gravity

of the towed body is IF = 0.76 m. The larger aft annular wing has a radius of

R = 0.52m, a chord c = 0.40 m, a surface area of S = 0.42 m2 , and an aspect ratio of

A = 2R/c = 2.6. The distance form the center of gravity of the vehicle to the center

of the aft wing is 1 = 0.76 m.

Other important quantities that require numerical definition are the aft body

center of gravity location c3 = 0.51 m, the total body mass m = 50 kg, the aft body

mass mA = 25 kg, the total body pitch inertia B = 3.2 kg m2 , and the aft body

inertia about the center of gravity BA =B 1 = 1.6 kg m2 . The flight conditions

that will be assumed are an air density of p = 1 kg/m 3 , a true airspeed of u0o = 100

m/s, and a net lift of L, = 1470 N. Using these quantites, one can obtain numerical

values for other aerodynamic quanitites presented in the Analysis Chapter, Section

3.3.1, notably CL, = .70, (_ cL) = 8.5, CD0 = 0.02, CD., = 0.080, and therefore

D. = IpUSCD, = 168 N.

With all of these numerical values defined, values for the stability derivatives can

be evaluated:

X- = -0.84 [sec - ']
m

-= -0.32 [sec']
m

Zu = -0.58 [sec - 1 ]
m
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Z - =-3.6 [sec- 1 ]
m

6 260 [m sec - 2 ]
m

M-M = -19.2 [In-'sec- 1]

B
Mq = -32.5 [sec - 1]
B

- = 3100 [sec - 2 ]
B

M = 23.6 [sec - ']
B

MAW = -31.0 [m-lsec - 1]

B
MAq =- -23.6 [sec - 1]

B
= 3100 [sec - 2 ]B

MAP = 23.6 [sec - 1'
B
-M = 676 [sec - 2]
B

M4 = 329 [sec - 2)
B

MA4  = -329 [sec - 2]B

The final quantity that must be evaluated is the torsional spring stiffness k. This

is obtained by eliminating the flexible mode from the equations of motion, finding

the rigid-body bending frequency w,, and using the frequency to obtain the spring

stiffness through the equation k = wf,BA. If the torsional spring frequency is located

near the rigid-body bending frequency, then it is much more likely that the spring

frequency falls within the operational bandwidth of the control system, as the control

system is initially design with controlling the rigid-body modes in mind, and the

action of the control system with respect to the flexible mode is easier to view. The

exact procedure is not detailed here, but the resulting value of the torsional spring

stiffness is k = 2742 Nm. With these quanities, values of A, B, and L can be defined

as follows:
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-. 84 -. 32 -29.4 0 0 0

-. 58 18.23 3.4 107.5 -2195 -12.04

0 0 0 1 0 0
A=

0 23.6 0 -17.8 -1713.7 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

085.6 0 29.4 -9628 -47.2

0 0

344.76 -503.37

0 0
B=

1352 -1316

0 0

1352 -1974

0

-3.6

0
L=

-19.2

0

0

These are the state-space matrices that correspond to the geometry and flight con-

ditions stated above. The system is now in the form required for application of the

LQR control theory.

5.2.2 Modal Control Results

The modal control system of the towed aerodynamic vehicle was tested using two

methods: by varying the flexibility of the vehicle about the nominal value (k = 2742)

and observing the effects, and by observing the response of the system with and

without feedback of the ( control variable, i.e. with and without modal control.
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An important assumption that was made for these tests was that the downwash

from the forward annular wing did not hav an appreciable effect on the aerodynamics

of the aft annular wing. This can be justified by the fact that the aft annular wing has

a much greater cross-sectional area with respect to the flow than the forward wing,

so the resulting effect of the vortex is small when compared to the effect of the rest

of the incident airflow. The results of the downwash analysis for the maglev vehicle

in Section 5.1.2 also support this assumption, as the downwash vortex has a small

effect on that configuration, even though the geometries of the fore and aft wings are

of comparable size.

The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 5-18, 5-19, and 5-20. Each

figure shows the effect of adding the extra degree of control on the response from the

vertical wind gust disturbance to the vertical velocity, and the results of varying the

stiffness of the body are shown from figure to figure. The results are uniformly positive

because the peak representing the flexible mode is damped consistently throughout

all three cases. The effect of flexibilty is not as immediately apparent, however, and

there is no noticeable effect on the controlled response.
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Bode Plot of W Response for W Disturbance Input, k = 1000

w (rad/s)

Figure 5-18: Towed Vehicle Modal Control Comparison, k = 1000
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Bode Plot of W Response for W Disturbance Input, k = 2000
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Figure 5-19: Towed Vehicle Modal Control Comparison, k = 2000
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Bode Plot of W Response for W Disturbance Input, k = 4000
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Figure 5-20: Towed Vehicle Modal Control Comparison, k = 4000
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion Concerning Modal Control

The issue of modal control as applies to two specific examples of aerodynamic vehi-

cles having a flexible mode was addressed using simulations to model their dynamic

behavior. The effectiveness of the modal control was evaluated for specific conditions

imposed upon each system, with the results being generally positive. The control was

implemented in each example in two ways: through state augmentation to include the

degree of deflection and its rate so they would be included in the full-state feedback

path of LQR controller, and by adding another control surface whose express purpose

it to produce dynamics that control the flexible mode of the vehicle.

The maglev vehicle modal control evaluation consisted of two phases: examination

of the aerodynamic properties of the lifting surfaces, and alteration of a previously

existing non-linear dynamic simulation to include provisions for modal control. The

aerodynamic results were compared with those used in the simulation, and showed

good agreement when allowance was made for differences in the geometry. They were

deemed adequate for purposes of evaluating the control system. The modified sim-

ulation was applied using the linear model of the vehicle dynamics to evaluate the

controller performance and check its validity. The conclusion was that the implemen-

tation of the additional control surface was effective, and the general effect of the

surface was to damp out the flexible longitudinal modes of the vehicle. Other tests
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such as the issue of including the flexible states into the LQR cost functional and

comparisons of the effects of changing the natural bending frequency of the vehicle

did not produce results that were as substantially different, but did serve to show

that the effect of the control implemented through additional feedback states and the

additional control surfaces was positive.

The study of the towed vehicle dynamics also included the estimation of the aero-

dynamic properties of the lifting surfaces of the vehicle. The towed aerodynamic

vehicle possessed annular surfaces, and the lifting characteristics of this configura-

tion were analysed and compared with other predictions and measured results. The

simulation model of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics including the bending mode

was formulated. In the dynamic analysis of the towed vehicle, the aerodynamic lift-

ing characteristics were included through the use of stability derivatives. The use of

modal control in the towed vehicle proved equally effective in damping the flexible

mode, also through the use of an additional control surface.

The issue of modal control of the first flexible mode is one that could find widespread

applications, especially in the aerospace field. Proper control of flexible modes re-

quires an idea of the types of motion that occur, and a means to restrict that motion,

whether it be through mechanical (torsional spring) or aerodynamic means. Proper

implementation gives the engineer control over more aspects of vehicle dynamics, and

can therefore result in improved overall vehicle performance.

6.2 Further Work

Although the primary issue of modal control has been described, modelled, and shown

to be effective, there are a number of modifications that could be incorporated in the

maglev vehicle simulation to reflect the range of control surface geometries that are

possible. If exacting specifications concerning the maglev vehicle aerodyanamics were

desired, then a lifting-surface analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics is recom-

mended because the current expression used to represent the lift-curve slope of the

surfaces is empirical (See Equation 3.1 and [7]) and lifting-line theory is not entirely
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appropriate for these surfaces because of their low aspect ratios [13].

Another possible area of expansion concerning modal control would be to attempt

to use other types of control schemes, such as robust designs, where the control

system would be made robust with respect to modelling errors, 7,. designs, where

the output of the system would be constrained to fall below a certain maximum gain,

and designs were full-state feedback is either not required or not available, such as

LQG (7 2) designs or LQG/LTR designs [5], [6].
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Appendix A

The integral that requires a solution is:

I, = cos nO cot dO
o 2

This integral may be simplified by substituting 0 - x = and dO = dz to obtain:

In = L cos n(x + 0) cot( dx
J-e 2-2-4 72-

= cos nx cos n cot - dx - sin nz sin no cot ( dx
S-4I -4

= cos no2 cos nz cot - dz - sin n r sin nz cot dz

SO,

In = II - 12

It is beneficial to evaluate I2 first by defining I = sin no J,, where

J = sin z cot - d

A recurrance relation for n > 3 may be obtained as

J,- J. = si nz cot dx -
a 2 .-0

sin(n - 2)x cot (2) dx
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and this relation can be transformed into the following integrals (See [14] for the

details):

cos nz dz + 2 Jf- 0

2or-+
cos(n - 1)x dz + cos(n - 2)x dx

which, when integrated, produces a result of Jn - Jn-2 = 0 [14] . Therefore, there are

no higher-order terms of J,, and the only term present is

sin cot (x) dxJ1 = r

-- 27

so, 12 = 2r sin nO. Now, as for II, one can define I, = cos no K,, where

K. = cos(n - 2)x cot ( dx

A recurrance relation for K, for n > 3 can also be derived [14]:

Kn- I2 = r cos nx cot ( dz - cos(n - 2)x cot ( - dx

and, as before, this integral results in the expression Kn - K,_ 2 = 0. The first term

K1, is derived from the expression:

K 1 = cos X cot dx

S cot d - sin a dx

= 11 + K 12

The solution to K 12 is K 12 = 0 [14], but the solution to Kll is much more involved,

as there is a singularity at x = 0 that must be integrated around, if y = 2/2 and

dz = 2dy:

Kl1  = 2 coty dy
.-,/2
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- 2 cotydy + 2

= O+O+2[nsiny]1 /2

=0

so, the final result is:

I, = -2r sin no
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Appendix B

C Program 'Vortexl'

C Programmmed by Ed Walters

real r,g,vinf,aO,th0,x0,xe,pi

integer n

real a(300),th(300),x(300),abar(300),xbar(300)

open( unit= 15,file= 'vort.inp',status= 'old')

open( unit= 16,file= 'vort.out',status= 'new')

read (15,10) r,g,vinf,a0

10 format (f5.2,1x,f7.3,lx,f7.3,1x,f5.2)

read (15,20) th0,xO,xe,n

20 format (f5.2,1x,f5.2,1x,f7.2,x,i4)

pi = acos(-1.)

print *,r,g,vinf,aO,thO,xO,xe,n

do 25 i = 1,200

xbar(i) = x(i)/r

abar(i) = a(i)/r

25 continue

call heun(xbar,abar,th,xO,aO,thO,xe,n,r,g,vinf,pi)

write(16,30)

30 format(9x,'x',15x,'a',13x,'theta',/)

do 45 i = 1,200
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write (16,40) xbar(i),abar(i),th(i)

40 format (e15.5,1x,e15.5,lx,e15.5)

45 continue

end

subroutine heun(xbar,abar,th,xO,aO,thO,xe,n,r,g,vinf,pi)

real abar(300),xbar(300),th(300)

real xO,xe,thO,aO,dx,dal,dthl,dar,dthr,ar,thr,fl,f2

xbar(1) = xO/r

abar(1) = aO/r

th(1) = thO

dx = (xe - xO)/(n*r)

do 50 i = 1,n

xbar(i+1) = xbar(i) + dx

dal = fl(xbar(i),abar(i),th(i),r,g,vinf,pi)*dx

dthl = f2(xbar(i),abar(i),th(i),r,g,vinf,pi)*dx

ar = abar(i) + dal

thr = th(i) + dthl

dar = fl(xbar(i+ 1),ar,thr,r,g,vinf,pi)*dx

dthr = f2(xbar(i+l),ar,thr,r,g,vinf,pi)*dx

abar(i+l1) = abar(i) + .5*(dal+dar)

th(i+1) = th(i) + .5*(dthl+dthr)

50 continue

return

end

function fl(xbar,abar,th,r,g,vinf,pi)

real fl,xbar,abar,th,ulbar,u2bar,u3bar,phi,r,g,vinf,pi

real dlbar,d2bar,d3bar,nu
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fl = 0

return

end

function f2(xbar,abar,th,r,g,vinf,pi)

real f2,xbar,abar,th,ulbar,u2bar,r,g,vinf,pi

real dlbar,d2bar,nu

C print *,xbar

dlbar = (abar**2 - 1)/abar

d2bar = abar

nu = g/(4.*pi*r*vinf)

ulbar = nu*(l1+xbar/sqrt(xbar**2+dlbar**2))/dlbar

u2bar = nu*(l+xbar/sqrt(xbar**2+d2bar**2))/d2bar

f2 = (ulbar - u2bar)/abar

return

end
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